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INTRODUCTION
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INTRODUCTION
THE IMPORTANCE OF MANAGEI^JENT RESEARCH
Present-day business management makes heavy demands on
the man equipped to conduct scientific investigations dealing
with general management problems. The importance of management
research is being more widely recognized every day. ’’Rule of
thumb" and "hunch" methods of evaluating situations are no longer
sufficient for the needs of most companies. So many variables
enter into ordinary management situations today that specific
factors are becoming increasingly difficult to isolate. An idea
of the growing perplexities of management relationships and the
interdependence of many factors in any production situation can
be gained from the following quotation.
"It takes more than 'common sense' to determine whether
the installation of certain conveying machinery combined with an
incentive plan complicated by labor organization may be desirable
at present basic wage rates, affected as everything may be by ap-
prentice training, the trend in labor legislation, immigration
restriction, the possibilities of increasing foreign markets, the
invention of new machinery, the trend in capital costs, and so on,
and so on.
Not only is the management of a business becoming more
complex, requiring greater attention to scientific methods of ar-
riving at solutions to management problems, but management require-
ments themselves are constantly changing. Business is ever in a
Donald, W. J., "Management Research Methods and Qualifications,"
Harvard Business Review, January, 1927, pp. 150.
If
I
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state of flux and unless constant and directed attention is
given to methods and procedures dealing with scientific approaches
to knotty problems, there is a continual danger that sales will
dry up, expenses soar, and profits disappear. These changes
are due to many factors, all of which call for a recognition of
orderly and detailed management research procedure designed to
measure and evaluate in advance the effect of such changes on
individual enterprises.
Management or production variables arise principally
from the constant search for increased income and lowered costs.
Because of this impelling force every plan, program, or person
engaged in a business must contribute, each in its own measure,
to this ultimate objective of business and commercial economy.
It often becomes necessary to evaluate any and all plans, programs,
or persons to see whether or not they are helping the final de-
termination of profits. Furthermore, it is often necessary to
examine specific features of management mechanism in order to
determine their contribution to this end. These requirements
imposed on every enterprise iinder present-day competitive condi-
tions call for the wide use of scientifically correct research
procedures if proper interpretation is to be achieved.
W. J. Donald says; ’’The purely technical engineering
side of production no longer has a monopoly on the need for
scientific methods of research. Y/hile there are companies which
are satisfied to apply to labor symptoms a gloved hand where a
( 1 ) Ibid, pp. 150.

mailed fist formerly reigned, there are others whose investiga-
tions get to the roots of problems and effect changes of policy
and practice as regards benefit systems, pensions, wage plans
and rates, and everything else affecting the human factor in
production. Some are willing to use selective tests which
others in only partially similar situations have used with sup-
posed success. Others devise their ovm tests for particular
circumstances and test their validity against performance. Some
companies adopt ready-made wage plans without analysis of their
applicability and without measuring their effectiveness, and
their executives are loud in their claims of achievement which
they might or might not be able to prove. Not infrequently,
without analysis the same plan is applied to all workers, even
though in dissimilar jobs, and to jobs in entirely different lines
of industry. Some companies adopt ready-made instructional ma-
terial for training apprentices without analysis of the job
difficulties of the particular industry or company,”
Individual companies must be able to estimate rather ac-
cxirately the effect of industrial changes on their own business.
The continued development of new equipment and new manufacturing
methods calls for a careful analysis not only of the technical
and engineering aspects, but of the entire management picture
since, for example, a new machine or nev/ operation affects more
of a business than the fotuadry or the machine shop. The effect
of such developments on wage systems, personnel programs, organi-
zation policies, financial plans, and many other phases must be

determined and evaluated in advance, Liikewise, a constant
search for lowered costs and Increased output must be inter-
preted in the light of effects and repercussions, not only on
the business as a whole, but on specific phases of the business.
Thus is the importance of research evident in every
corner of the entire production problem — management as well
as engineering. Too much money is tied up today, even in the
small business, to permit widespread adaptation of economic
and technical changes without first determining as accurately
as possible exactly what such changes will bring. Industry
cannot afford to experiment with nev^ developments wholly by
the trial and error method. Competition and the everlasting
struggle for business makes necessary a more scientific eval-
uation of changing policies and new developments. An enterprise
today must study first the problem as a whole, then decide upon
a course based on the results of such investigation, and,
finally, more important than all, continually check and evaluate
the working out of the policy.
The increased inter-relation of business fimctions in
the management of an enterprise today gives still another im-
petus to the use of management research and scientific tech-
niques of investigating management problems , It is usually
necessary to isolate specific situations before over-all effects
can be secured. There is seldom a business problan of any moment
which does not involve many elements of the management problem.
A change in the design of a product, for example, generally calls
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for new tools, new production methods, perhaps giving rise to
altered wage incentive systems and involving a different train-
ing of workers. The ultimate advisability of a change, as a
whole, can only be determined by a careful evaluation of all
inter-related factors by one trained in the scientific approach
to problems of this nature.
The growing problem of the htanan factor in industi*y
embodies another reason for the added importance of management
research to present-day business operation. Operating costs
arising from this factor, both for v^ages and for industrial re-
lations and personnel activities, are the one major operating
expense that must be met religiously at regular, stated inter-
vals. Because of its importance, the dual problem of a re-
duction of this expense and a return for this outlay must always
be the subject of careful attention. Wage incentive plans,
hiring methods, organization policies, training programs, and
personnel policies must give the results for which they were
originally intended. Only by means of carefully thought-out
scientific analyses of these activities can their over-all ef-
fects be noted and evaluated. Thus it becomes the function of
the management research investigator to ascertain exactly the
value of these activities and their ultimate effect on the
Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Statement.
THE LIMITATIONS OF MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
A word of warning is in order at this point. The primary
Jones, Albert. American Bankers * Association Journal. June,
1932, pp. 742.

tool of management — judgpient -- does not lose any of its
force because of the growing recognition of the value of re-
search in solving general management problems. Pertinent facts
such as discovered by the management research investigator are
in nowise intended to take the place of sovind judgment. Such
facts and other results of scientific analysis should always
be used as an aid to final judgment in making decisions. No
management research findings should ever be utilized if they
run counter to reliable judgment. Many factors in the intricate
management problem can never be measwed or at least can only
be approximated. There still is no substitute for soimd judg-
ment.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENTIFIC mAGEMENT PRACTICES
Both management and commercial research methods and
techniques have followed rather closely the development of
modern industrial life, though such development has not been
as spectacular or newsworthy as scientific and technical devel-
opments and inventions. Yilhen transportation development reached
the stage where goods could be distributed quickly and econom-
ically to distant points, the mass production era came into be-
ing. Originated at approximately this time and growing apace
vfith manufacturing and commercial development, the scientific
management movement has made great strides, especially in the
past twenty years . Perhaps the fundamental impetus to the
scientific approach to management problems has corae about as
a result of the predominance of engineers and engineering
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trained personnel in the early development of a large number
of present businesses. Mr. Donald says: "The engineer has
been a power for decades. For a long time, to be sure, he
fvinctioned as an advisor, first largely as a consulting en-
gineer, and later more and more as a full-time member of the
staff of a company. Of recent years a rapidly increasing per-
centage of line executives in factories, railroads, and public
utilities have been drawn from the engineering profession." (1)
He questions, however, the popular belief that the
success of the engineering profession in industry has been due
principally to their grasp of particular fields of knowledge.
"Rather," says Mr. Donald, "engineers won their present place
in corporate organization chiefly because they had acquired a
technique of investigation which is essential to modern manu-
facturing and utility operation. The processes of analysis
which are applicable in engineering or in chemistry are funda-
mentally alike for all. These processes are the discovery and
verification of facts, scientific methods of analysis of facts,
and the discovery and proving of relations of cause and effect.
The devising of solutions of problems thus analyzed, experimenta-
tion with devices to meet the situation under investigation, and
the measurement of results of experiment are the closing chapters
in the application of those scientific methods which sound en-
gineering training provides."
Donald, W, J., op_. cit
.
,
pp. 149.
(2) Ibid., pp . 149
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In support of this concept of the place of the engineer,
in present-day industrial economy, is the role which engineers
played in the actual development of scientific management methods
and research techniques. A brief statement of the high points
of this historical development is outlined below \mder five prin-
cipal headings
.
Scientific lianagement Movement .
The scientific management movement had its begin-
ning when Henry R. Towne read a paper, "The Engineer as Economist,”
before a forum meeting of the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers in 1886. It was natural that such a beginning of
scientific management principles should originate with an engin-
eering body. In the first place, engineering organizations were
the only associations of practical industrial people which existed
at that time. Present-day management societies and trade bodies
( 2 )
were of more recent organization. ' Fxirthermore, it was natural
that these developments should originate with the engineers because
the pressing management problems of the day involving the co-ordin-
ating and supervising of workers scattered among ne^v machines were
problems of the engineers’ own making. Not only had they designed
and produced this new equipment, but they were usually responsible
for its operation as well. Fred Yf. Taylor joined the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers in 1886, and in two notable papers,
"A Piece-rate System,” in 1895, and ’’Shop Itonagement, ” in 1903, laid
the groundwork for the real development of the scientific management
Taylor Society, Scientific Management in American Industry
, pp. 6.
The Taylor Society was founded in 1912; The American Management
Association in 1923.
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movement. The later aspects of the movement are really an
outgrowth of the four fundamental principles set forth by
Taylor in 1911.
"1. The development of a true science.
2. The scientific selection of the workman.
3. His scientific education and development.
4. Intimate, friendly co-operation between the
management and men.”
Mr. H. S. Person has expanded these rules of action
(2 )
and describes the scientific management movement as follows
:
”1. The use of research, investigation and experiment
(with their processes of analysis, measurement, etc.) in deter-
mining and appraising the facts of managerial situations] and
the use of these facts in establishing objectives, policies,
projects, plans, and procedures.
2 . The substitution of the knoTivn for the unloiown,
the constant for the variable, i.e., the establishment of
standard factors in the managerial situation in terms of which
may be made calculations and plans which may be expected to
come true.
3. The establishment of a control which both directs
the researches, establishes and maintains the standards, makes
the plans and controls co-ordinated efforts for consumation of
the plans.
(1) Taylor, Frederick 11., The Principles of Scientific Manage-
ment, pp. 69.
( 2 ) Person, H. S., in The Cost and Production Handbook, pp . 1328.
a
Subordinate to and supporting these principles and
rules are many others, such as the exception principle, the
separation of design and execution, the securing of workers’
good-will, the recording of process methods, etc.”
3 . Time and Motion Study .
Time study was first applied by Taylor between
1880 and 1901 when he was with the Midvale Steel Company,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.^^ ^ His technique was developed
for the purpose of isolating the different parts of any par-
ticular operation and determining exactly hovr each part could
be handled more efficiently. He used the stop watch for this
work and in a paper before the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers brought time study possibilities to the attention of
industrialists. It was many years after this, hov^ever,
before time study methods became generally accepted.
Motion study was first developed about 1905 by Frank
(
3
^
B, Gilbreth as an outgrowth of Taylor’s time study methods.' '
Gilbreth, a construction engineer, believed that time study had
little value imless a general record of all motions could be
made. He began his studies by analyzing the movements of brick-
layers employed on his construction jobs, later using the motion
picture camera to record every motion detail concerning a specific
operation,
Taylor Society, o£. cit
., pp. 3.
(2) Piece-rate System,” 1895.
Lytle, C. TIV., Wage Incentive Methods, pp, 100.

12 .
3. Economic Lot Sizes .
The use of scientific methods of analysis in
the determination of optimimi manufactfiring and purchase lot
sizes under actual operating conditions was first developed
by George B. Babcock in 1912 when he was installing the Taylor
System in the H, H, Franklin Company, Syracuse, Mr.
Babcock pioneered fomulae and curves v/hich were the forerunner
of the present-day development of this subject. In recent years.
Professor Frank L, Eidmann and Professor Fairchild Raymond have
been most active in this work.^^^
4 . Budgetary Control and Profit Planning .
i
Although budgetary technique has been vri-dely ac-
cepted since the turn of the 20th century, it was not until the
appearance in 1922 of James 0. McKinsey’s book, "Budgetary Con-
trol", that the subject received any definite treatment. Prior
to 1922, budgetary control was largely a matter of individual
practice and adaptation. In more recent years, the subject has
been given a great deal of attention, hov;ever. Profit planning,
the term generally applied to the technique employed in pre-
determining profits, is of comparatively recent origin. This
( 3 )technique was first definitely stated by C, E, Knoeppel in 1932,^ '
The break-even chart which forms the basis of profit planning vms
developed by Mr. Knoeppel in his private practice about 1909.
^
^^Rajnnond, Fairchild. Quantity and Econony in Manufacture
, pp. 119,
^^)See Raymond, Fairchild, op. cit
. ,
and Eidmann, Frank L.,
Economic Control of Engineering and Manufactuning.
(
3
^
^
‘'See Knoeppel, C. E., Profit Engineering .
^^)lbid,, pp. ix.
1
The basic idea of engineering of profits was first begun around
1921. Profit planning, however, cannot at present be said to be
on a scientific basis.
13 .
5 . Wage Incentive Plans .
The early use of scientific principles in bus-
iness management is illustrated by the development of wage in-
centive plans. This phase of management from the beginning pro-
vided a practical arena for experimentation and investigation.
The origin of single piece-rate methods of payment is obscured
in history. In all probability, such methods were first de-
veloped on a practical operating basis during the time of the
Guilds
The first knovm statement of a piece-rate plan des-
(2)ignated as such v,ras by Adam Smith in 1776.' ' However, it was
not until the beginnings of the scientific management movement
during the latter part of the 19th century that important re-
finements v;-ere made on the fundamental operation of these piece-
rate plans. It was Mr. Taylor himself who first devised an
empiric adaptation of the piece-rate plan. Concerned primarily
with providing a substitute for close supervision of er^loyees,
Taylor, about 1884, put to practical use his "differential rate
system of piece work," later, in 1895, calling it the "differ-
(3
)
ential piece rate plan." Taylor’s associates, L. G. Gantt
and L. B. Merrick, modified his plan in certain respects, but
(1) Lytle, C. W., op. cit
., pp. 164.
(2) Ibid., pp. 166.
( 3 ) Ibid., pp. 198.
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the fvmdamental basis remained Taylor’s.
It was not long \mtil other plans were devised. In
1890, Fred Halsey, an engineer in the employ of a drill manufac-
turing firm, developed from an idea first presented by Henry R.
Towne a method whereby gains from efficient operation were dis-
tributed to workers on the basis of percentage of task performed.
( 2 )
This procedure outlined by Ivir. Halsey in a paper ' ' before the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers in 1891 did not gain
wide acceptance until the t\u’n of the century but has since
spread rapidly. A further refinement of the plan was developed
about 1898 by James Rowan, a Scottish manufactirrer, who devised
an algebraic method of sharing gain rather than the straight
( 3 )
arithmetic method used by Halsey.' '
Another step in the development of wage incentive plans
was taken by Harrington Emerson about 1904 iidien he altered the
original Taylor and Gilbreth systems by spreading the incentive
between low and high task points rather than using a single in-
centive at high task. Incidentally, it is interesting to note
that this system was devised during a strike at Mr. Emerson’s
company, the Santa Fe Railway, and v;as influential in obtaining
an early and peaceful settlement of the strike. Charles E.
Bedeavoc demonstrated another refinement of this idea in 1916 when
Ibid., pp. 226.
( 2 ) ’’The Premium Plan for Paying Labor.”
(3) Lytle, C. W., op. cit ., pp. 290.
Ibid., pp. 304.

15
he devised a system guaranteeing time wages up to a high task
and providing a constant share from there on.^^^
One could trace indefinitely the historical develop-
ment of wage incentive systems and their general relation to
scientific methods of solving management problems, but the above
brief description covering the high points in this evolution is
sufficient for our purpose. It is by no means intended to be
complete. Experimentation and investigation concerning wage
incentive plans continue all the time in nearly all businesses
in the United States, both small and large. Modification of
existing plans are constantly being made to fit special situa-
tions. Some of the methods used in analyses of this type are
( 2 ')described later on in this paper. ^ ^ Suffice it to say at this
point that work in this phase of managanent has provided a major
impetus to management research in other fields.
REASONS FOR DISCUSSING MANAGEI^IENT RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
In the field of general management research there ex-
ists no definite body of opinion regarding general investigative
techniques and procedures. Ample work has been done in specific
fields, but nothing in a broad statement stimmarizing basic pro-
cedures and methods. Perhaps the field is too wide for such a
(3)
statement, but as will be shown presently, there is a definite
need for some kind of a beginning to the problem of formulating
Ibid., pp. 250.
(2) Cf., pp.58 ff.
(3) Cf., pp.29 ff

16
a basic approach rather than dealing exclusively with specific
situations. If a general technique can be devised applicable
to any management problem, a great fonmrd step would be taken
in the development of management principles.
Many factors peculiar to present-day business opera-
tion can be cited in defense of the contention that a technique
of investigation in general management problems, rather than a
plan of investigation, is the important thing to stress in any
discussion of management research. In the first place, experience,
hunch, and ’’rule of thumb” methods in the operation of a business
are not enough today. Many of today ^s problems are entirely new,
requiring a diligent appraisal of facts before solutions can be
reached. Accordingly, it appears that attention given to a tech-
nique of investigation that will be useful in all situations is
more valuable than effort falling short of this fundamental pro-
cedure. Basic knowledge of many management situations cannot be
gained in all cases by arbitrary judgment. Rather, judgment
must be supplemented by investigation which seeks to get at the
core of the problem and to treat every factor in its true rela-
tionship .
Furthermore, as a result of the increased inter-relation
of business factors it appears to be evident now that often
an actml knowledge of factors affecting management solutions
and decisions is not sufficient for real needs. The main prob-
lem, rather, is to determine what specific steps should be taken
Cf., pp. 5 ff
.

to isolate, analyze and weigh these factors . For example, an
organization policy of a company might be well stated and pro-
cedvires definitely enforced, but how is one to determine the ef-
fect of such a policy on other phases of the management problem?
Or, it is well known that personnel programs cost tangible money
and yield intangible returns. But how can these returns be
measured and evaluated? Likev/ise, training programs affect labor
efficiency and manufacturing costs. But how is one to measure
these effects? A knowledge of the technique of scientific in-
vestigation as applied to the above two or three general manage-
ment problems is exceedingly important if management is to be
fully informed concerning these important factors.
Finally, a discussion of management research technique
is necessary because it tends to supply something that is penna-
nent and universal. Management methods themselves are constantly
changing. Nev/ situations and new relationships are always arising.
Because of their transitory’- nature, management methods alone are
not permanent tools that can be used safely at all times and
lander all conditions# Knowledge of general investigative tech-
niques, however, have a more permanent value. They provide a
tool common to the entire field of management, generally useful
at all times and under all conditions. By thus getting to the
root of the problem, by challenging mere impression or habit,
not only are management methods improved, but an inquiring point
of vxevr is engendered which should prove a valuable executive
trait at all times

OBJECTIVES OF THIS PAPER
Accordingly, the primary objective of this paper is
to bring out the importance of investigative techniques as per-
taining to general management problems and situations. Through-
out these pages, effort has been made to stress the importance
and method of investigation, both for general management problems
and for specific situations. It is readily admitted that the
ramifications of the average production situation make any state-
ment of general investigative techniques somewhat thin for im-
mediate and practical use, but if a beginning can be made—if an
impulse to verify facts can be generated—the primary purpose
of this paper will be achieved. Presumption concerning manage-
ment methods has altogether too little validity, yet it is al-
together too widely in evidence.
Supplementary to this primary objective, it is the pur-
pose of this paper to set forth general investigative techniques,
-
to attempt some kind of general research procedure that will be
common to all management situations. To illustrate the above
and to suggest possible adaptations of investigative techniques,
a great deal of space is given to general procedvires to be fol-
lowed by the management research investigator in the collection
and analysis of facts pertaining to certain phases of management;
namely, general organization policies, wage incentive plans,
personnel programs and training procedures.
A final few pages of the paper is devoted to a sinnmary
of principal conclusions brought out in the body of the thesis.

and a statement concerning the value of academic training in
management research technique. A suggested educational program
for such acadeiaic training in this field is offered, together
with a paragraph or two dealing with vocational opportunities
and the type of man needed for management research*
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PART II
BODY OF THESIS

Section I.
TI-IE FUMCTIONS OF lilANAGQilENT RESEARCH
Management is as dependent on research and fact-finding
in matters of organization and policy as the chemist or physicist
in matters of chemical or physical investigation. The day has
passed when practical experience can solve all of the many per-
plexing situations that face factory and business executives to-
day. Not only are many situations and problems much more complex
than can be reasonably answered by experience or rule of thumb,
i
but a true evaluation can usually be achieved only when an imper-
sonal and scientific analysis of available facts is made. Thus
the only real and true function of management research is the ap-
plication of impersonal and scientific analysis to general manage-
ment problems of organization and policy. Management research is
not concerned primarily ivith specifying decisions, but rather with
fvirnishing facts and the proper perspective of these facts, both
of which make true and correct decisions possible.
A corollary of the above stated function of management
research is found in the dynamic characteristic of industry and
management. It is not enough that research and investigation
point the way to correct solutions of knotty and complex problems.
The function of management research does not end here. Rather,
the same principles of accurate and impartial fact-finding must
be further utilized to constantly test and evaluate all decisions
in natters of organization and policy, to the end that management
will not only start on the right track, but will keep on the right

track as well.
TO APPLY IMPERSONAL ANALYSIS _TO MANAGEffiS^T PROBLEtvIS
Management research in its function of applying im-
partial and scientific analysis to matters of organization and
policy must necessarily deal with a multitude of factors. Every
problem, every decision, and every fact necessarily raise
specific questions peculiar to the problem at hand* Obviously,
it is difficult to suggest specific treatment of particular sit-
uations, but an idea of the general nature of such investigation
can be gained by examining in brief a fev^ principal directions
of investigative procedures. These are grouped under five head-
ings and cover in general the scope of the primary fimction of
management research.
1
. ^ a Meeuis of Discovering Unsound and Inefficient
Practices .
An important use of management research techniques
in industry is the searching out of unsound and inefficient
practices which are not readily apparent in the every-day work-
ings of a business. In day-to-day operation, some procedures
become so set that vinsatisfactory and inefficient results go
ininoticed. These unrecognizable inefficiencies are seldom de-
tected unless discovered in connection with another factor. Or-
ganization and policy engineering is constantly employed in dis-
covering and improving such practices.

2 . As a Means of Determining ^<Yhat Are Necessary Facts .
Management research aims also to provide a basis
for determining the validity or effectiveness of facts that
might appear to be compatible with the problems at hand* In
other words, the management investigator seeks to answer the
question; "^'Hiat are the necessary facts?” The problems con-
fronting the investigator differ qualitatively from the problems
in other forms of research. In the first place, the situation
at hand is generally abstract, if it is known at all. Further-
more, the problems confronting a management research investigator
are usually made up of a number of inter-related factors, no one
of which holds the key to the solution. Thus it is apparent
that information which mixst be gathered will necessarily be
limited to valid facts if the investigation is to prove of any
value. A proper application of management research techniques
provides an objective and a method of investigation, both of
which definitely tend to confine the collection of facts and
their analysis to the problem at hand.
3. ^ a Means of Discovering Relations of Cause and
Effect .
Management research is concerned with relations
of cause and effect in problems of operating and organization
policy. Sometimes, the origin is known but the effect is obscure.
In other instances, the effect is known but the cause is indis-
tinguishable. It is the task of the management research investi-
gator to seek out actual relationships so that improvements and
changes will always be in the right direction.

4 . As a Means of Discovering Optimum Relations .
Management research is also concerned with dis-
covering and proving optimum relations. For example, the econ-
omist tells plant executives that labor and machinery should be
used in that combination which results in the lowest cost of
production. How is management to determine a proper combin-
ation that will get these results? V/hat Information will man-
agement need? What are the steps to be taken in solving such a
problem? Likewise, training programs, organization policies,
wage incentive plans, and personnel programs must contain just
so much of certain factors or the other results which they seek
to obtain are nullified. Such determination is part of the
management research investigator’s work.
5 . Proposing Solutions to Management Problems .
Finally, management research is concerned with lay-
ing before management technically correct solutions or recommenda-
tions for any problems undertaken. Even though such solutions are
not always definitely applicable to the problem at hand, a theo-
retically sound proposal will generally serve as a basis from
which an operating executive can arrive at a practical and usable
solution.
W TEST AND EVALUATE POLICIES AND PRACTICES
.
The second principal function in management research is
to continually test and evaluate existing podicies and practices.
No factory or business can stand still. A thousand and one forces
are continually pulling from a thousand and one directions . A
(^)see Slichter, Sxnnner H., Modern Economic Society, pp. 608.
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plant must be flexible so that its affairs can be readily ad-
justed to lessen stresses and strains "which are brought on by
new conditions and situations, both internal and external.
This function of management research takes many forms.
All phases of organization and policy come within the scope of
the management research investigator's work. As stated before,
the primary function of management research is to apply imper-
sonal analysis to management problems. But equally im-
portant as an objective is the continual task of testing and
evaluating existing policies and practices.
A summary of the more important uses of management
research in this connection is presented below imder fovir head-
ings :
1. ^ a Substitute for Historical Determination of
Executive Policies .
Because of rapidly changing conditions, a policy
or procedure which worked well in the past will not always work
well in the present. It is often necessary to disregard past
results of certain phases of executive policy in determining what
is best for the future. Consequently, there is a growing need
today for facts and definite investigations before many policies
and general procedures can be determined. Decisions cannot be
based primarily on past performance . As a result, research is
necessary as a substitution for historical determination of
policies
•
( 1 ) Cf
., pp. 22.

An example of this need is found in the experience of
firms renewing training programs after a suspension of these
activities in the 1931-1933 period. A training procedixre ef-
fective in the past sometimes would not meet present-day needs
.
A great deal of effort has consequently been expended in deter-
mining exactly what training programs will more effectively and
more economically accomplish the desired results. Of course,
this does not imply that past experience is to be disregarded
altogether. It is merely a recognition of the value of deter-
mining in advance as far as possible what good points should
be preserved and v/hat changes should be made.
2
. ^ ^ Means of Determining the Effect of Changing
Conditions .
A second use of management research methods and
techniques is foimd in the continual necessity of determining
and measuring the effect of changing social and economic condi-
tions upon an enterprise. Such changes are constantly taking
place, and vinless specific effects are analyzed in terms of ex-
isting policies and procedures, a firm will often awake too late
to the realization that it is hopelessly behind the times.
An example of the use of research in this connection
is found in the recent decision of the American Steel and Wire
Company to abandon its Newburgh blast furnace and open-hearth
( 2 )plant in Cleveland. ' Shut down for almost three years because
of a severe falling off in business, it appeared possible several
(^) Dutton, H. P. "Employee Training", Factory Management and
Maintenance
,
February, 1936, pp. S-lSl,
(2) Based on recent conversation with equipment sales engineer.
Verified by newspaper accounts.
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months ago that the plant might be reopened. Hov/ever, the man-
agement first undertook a thorough study to determine the effect
of changed conditions in the steel industry on this particular
plant. They soon came to the conclusion that it would cost more
to place the plant on an efficient basis than they could pos-
sibly hope to earn from the plant over a period of several years.
Based on this investigation, the decision was then made to make
the shutdown permanent*
3 . As
^
Means of Determining Fvirther Economics .
The management research investigator is often
called upon to determine where further economies can be made
when no further economies seem to be in sight. This has been
especially true in recent years. Faced with the necessity of
reducing costs while improving service or quality, business has
had to watch every penny. Original economies were easy, but novf
it is a case of reducing costs still further. This can generally
be accomplished only by detailed analyses and investigations
designed to weed out every item of cost that could possibly be
done away with.
4
. ^ a Means of Improving Service and Increasing Sales .
A final use of management research is to be constantly
on the lookout for ways and means of improving service and increas-
ing sales. Not only is there a permanent need of reducing costs,
as stated above, but a firm today must also be forever improving
service and at least maintaining, if not increasing, sales. To
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accomplish these results, it is necessary to carry on &n almost
continuous research and investigative program designed not only
to increase the saleability of a product or service, but to de-
termine operating, equipment, and personnel improvements neces-
sary to gain the required objectives.
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Section II
GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES
Imrestigation of particular rmnagement problar.s, which
comprises the function of management research takes many forms,
as will be brought out in subsequent sections of this paper.
Because of this fact, it is almost Impossible to set forth any
specific investigative procedures that v^ill be applicable to
all situations. However, there are certain fvindamentals common
to all forms of management research. These are applicable
whether applied to a wage problem, a market problem, a personnel
problem, an organization problem, or any type of management sit-
uation.
A STATEMENT OF GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES
A valuable statement of general investigative techniques
has been given by Professor Leffingv/ell, a pioneer in this vrork
as applied to office practice. Sxmmarized they include the fol-
lowing six points.
1. A Definite Objective .
This is the starting point of all management research
and as such deserves first place in any statement of general in-
vestigative procedures. There must, first of all, be a definite
purpose for which the investigation is being undertaken — a
specific reason for the effort. In general, the objective must
be limited. In most cases a specific project cannot hope to
Cf. 59 ff,
( 2 ) Main headings taken from Leffingwell, YiTm. H., Office Manage-
ment, pp. 36.
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discover all there is to be discovered regarding a particular
subject. As Professor Leffingwell puts it: "The objective
may or may not constitute the entire major purpose and may for
the time being be confined to some definite area within that
main purpose and the analysis concentrated upon that area as
the iraiaediate objective.’*^^^
2 . A Careful Study of the Objective .
This step is an important corollary of the first
step listed above. In actual practice, it is sometimes not
enough to have a definite objective in mind at the beginning
of an investigation. It is usually necessary, after the study
has begun, to go over the objective in its original form, modi-
fying or changing it to suit available information and practical
conditions. Professor Leffingwell points out that it is some-
times necessary to repeat this procediore several times dviring
( 2 )the course of a study, '
3. Analysis of the Problem .
A careful analysis of the exact information that
is to be collected is the third step in Professor Leffingwell *s
statement of general investigative techniques. After the ob-
jective has been determined and carefully studied, the manage-
ment research investigator must then map out the problem as a
whole so as to determine what inforaation should be obtained
and the steps necessary to obtain it, A careful analysis of
Ibid„pp. 37,
Ibid,,pp, 37,

the problem in the beginning is a safeguard against spending
time and money in obtaining information not necessarily needed
to attain the objective of the project,
Collection of Data .
The next step, logically, is to actually collect
the data necessary for the proper investigation of the problem.
Such collection, of course, takes many fonas. Sometimes a
problem requires data already available in the records of en-
terprises; sometimes it is necessary to search out important
secondary soiirces. In other cases, primary data mvist be ob-
tained which involves a series of obsei*vations, interviews, or
experiments. In any event, whatever data is collected must re-
late directly to the objective of the study or have a direct
bearing upon it,
5 . Accurate Record of Data .
Almost as important as proper collection of data
itself is the necessity in any type of investigative or research
work of having clear, complete and accurate records of all data
assembled during the study. This is a step often neglected by
the investigator, especially in industrial and business fields
vdiere nmnagement research is sometimes a side-line to be car-
ried on together with other activities. Not only should there
be an accvirate record of all data, but there should be a record
of the progress of the investigation itself. Effective manage-
ment research technique includes a knowledge at all times of
exactly what has been accomplished and what renxains to be done
for any particular research problem.

6. Interpretation of the Data.
If the objective of the study is not indicated
by the data itself, there should be a thorough and exhaustive
study of the facts . Somethnes the management research investi-
gator who collects and assembles the data is not the one to in-
terpret the facts* In any event, whoever is responsible for the
results and conclusions of the investigation is usually dependent
on the completeness and reliability of the data and information
as it was originally collected.
Although Professor Leffingwell • s six steps, as stated
above, present a rather complete general procedure to be fol-
lowed in any management research investigation, there are several
additional points which might be stressed in order to make this
general statement as widely applicable as possible. These addi-
tional techniques, demonstrated to be practical in the writer’s
experience, are not intended to be all-inclusive, but they do
round out Professor Leffingwell ’s statement of general investi-
gative tools, as outlined above*
THE PRELnilNARY SURVEY .
There should be a preliminary survey prior to undertak-
ing any specific problem* Although such a preliminary stirvey
is not always practical in many types of management research, it
is nevertheless important that some kind of a background be de-
termined before actually beginning the work at heind* A prelimin-
ary survey as described here normally takes into consideration
three important factors.
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1. Examination of Existing Literature .
There should be an examination of existing tech-
nical and management literature on the subject. A most important
single source for this purpose is, of course, the Industrial Arts
Index
, ^
but care should be taken, hoviever, to avoid the danger of
missing pertinent reports because of the very detailed classifi-
cation of subject-matters in the Index. In some cases a single
subject listed in this Index will have as many as fifty related
classifications in other alphabetical sections of the volimie.
^ * Piscussicn with Experienced Individuals .
A second factor to be included in a preliminary
survey before undertaking a management research problem is a
discussion of the question and objective with persons experienced
in the field. Many valuable suggestions regarding the study can
usually be gained by this means that would never be obtained
otherv/ise. No matter how experienced a research investigator
might be in the field, it is a fimdamental axiom of this type
of work that other persons can usually contribute many valued
points
.
3, Examination of Company Files .
A third factor to be considered is an examination
of the files of the company itself to see whether or not there
have been in the past any reports bearing on a particular sub-
ject. Because of the relatively high management tiamover in
many concerns, such reports or studies are commonly lost or
misplaced.

A preliminary survey along the lines suggested above
is an important step fimdamental to management research tech-
nique. Not only does it serve to clarify the objectives and
to point the way for an efficient handling of the project, but
it sometimes reveals hitherto unknov/n reports and studies which
might even make further investigation unnecessary. In any
event, a preliminary siirvey will usually indicate short cuts
or new approaches which would not othervirise be noticed. More
important than this factor, however, a preliminary survey gives
a perspective to the entire subject. Sometimes certain phases
of the problem are discovered to be more important than others,
or individual aspects might even outrank in importance the sub-
ject first proposed.
An experience along this line is quoted by Glen A.
Bowers, Director of Research, Industrial Relations Councils,
Inc.^^^ He says:
''When a certain company tackled the question of pen-
sions for retired employees, it soon developed that a pension
is only one of several items involved in the financial ’’inde-
pendence” of the aged worker. The whole field of employee-
employer financial relationships was then mapped out for co-
ordinated study to include such things as group insxxrance,
financial investments, savings plans, home ownership, mutual
benefit association, and the relation of these to wages and
earnings. Furthermore, a brief survey of the pension problem
(l) Bowers, Glen A., in Handbook of Business Administration
,
pp. 1045.

as encovuxtered in other companies brought out the fact that
there is as yet no generally accepted solution and that the
study needed to be tvined in with the findings of similar in-
vestigations in other companies."
VERIFICATION OF FACTUAL DATA
In addition to a preliminary survey, there is another
factor which should be added to Professor Leffingwell ‘s state-
ment of general investigative^ techniques common to all manage-
ment research. This factor might be termed a logical verifica-
tion of factual data. It implies a careful study of all factual
data and textual presentation of factual data before making up
a final report. It does not mean that all data should be re-
examined for accviracy. Such accuracy should be determined dic-
ing the collection of the data. However, the management re-
search investigator should, as a cardinal principle of his in-
vestigative technique, xmdertake a careful and judicious review
of all findings to determine whether or not any data is misrep-
resented or whether or not all the significant features of the
data have been brought out. Particularly in long and detailed
studies is it necessary to check the data for consistency. The
typical management executive v;ill often be so affected by one
small inconsistency in the presentation of the management research
investigator's findings that the value of the report as a whole
will be greatly diminished.
In this connection one other observation might be made.
It is always well to complete the factual and descriptive portions

of a research report before drafting conclusions and recommenda-
tions. In management research, facts must always be separated
from opinion, and though conclusions are alvfays foming in the
mind of the investigator throughout the collection and analysis
of data, every effort should be made to handle the factual
phases and the conclusions as two entirely separate pieces of
work
.
PRESENTING REPORTS TO EXECUTIVES
A final factor regarding general investigative tech-
nique common to all types of management research deals with the
presentation of the final report itself. Although at first
glance the mere detail of presenting a research report to the
executive concerned does not seem to be important, in actual
practice it constitutes an important part of the investigator’s
technique. Many an excellent report has found its way into a
pigeon-hole or waste paper basket simply because the person do-
ing the work did not know how to correctly bring it to the at-
tention of the executive concerned.
A few suggestions regarding the presentation of research
reports are made below which should pave the way for a sympathetic
reading of an investigator ’ s findings
•
1. General Appearance .
Though this point seems too obvious to be stated
here, its importance cannot be over-emphasized. The general
appearance of the report and the arrangement of contents should
be neat and orderly. As one practical investigator says:
Bowers, Glen A., 0£. cit . pp. 1049.
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”A piece of "work involving several hundred dollars or more in
salary and other costs deserves a decent cover and typography.’*
2 . Stxmmary of Findings .
There should always be included in the front part
of the final report a cleeu:, brief, and to-the-point statement
of the principal findings. Busy executives are not interested
in rambling introductions. They want the principal facts and
the sooner the research investigator gives them these facts, the
more likely is the report to be sympathetically received.
3 . Bring Out Effect on Profits .
No management research report is likely to have
a good reception imless it deals with policies or problems that
will contribute favorably to the annual income statement. Man-
agement is principally interested in profits and will generally
have an open mind to investigations which have a direct bearing
on increased earnings or decreased expenses. This does not imply
that balance sheet relations should be brought in by the horns
where no such relations exist, but it is a recognition of the
fundamental objective of any management research project and as
such deserves attention.
4. Presenting Results in Management * s Own Language
.
High-tone phrases and technical interpretations are
not the language of the average executive, and as such should
never be used by the management research investigator in present-
ing research findings. Results should always be expressed in
popular language. In fact, one of the most difficult tasks of
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the investigator in writing reports is to guard against state-
ments which are probably clear to the investigator himself but
incomprehensible to the reader not closely in touch with the
subject-matter
.
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Section III.
EVALUATING ORGANIZATION POLICIES
IMPORTANCE OF M ORGANIZATION SURVEY
A periodic organization survey is an important adjunct to
proper management and control of a business. Organization policy
and organization effectiveness are perhaps two of the most impor-
tant responsibilities of management. Effective personnel and
strong general policies are useless when fitted together in a
loose hodge-podge of non-related associations. To be effective,
the different parts of an organization must be tied together into
a strong co-ordinated group with lines of authority and responsi-
bility definitely drawn.
A complete organization survey is important for many
reasons, but generally cannot be effectively imdertaken unless
certain general techniques are follovired closely. As stated pre-
viously, any scientific analysis must start out with a definite
objective.^^^ While an organization survey might be directed in
some instances to a specific objective, usually such an investiga-
tion is utilized mainly for tying up loose ends which perhaps have
developed unknowingly. Thus it is that an organization survey is
particularly applicable to checking inefficient tendencies which
develop without knowledge.
Furthermore, the survey in itself provides valuable
knowledge of necessary f\mctions. In many instances, a complete
checking over of functions in a business provides a type of in-
CD Cf., pp. 29
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formation v/hich would not othenvise be available to the executive
So many times small and apparently unimportant functions, when
seen in the clearer light of an organization survey, take on added
importance in the efficient operation of the business.
An organization survey, further, is valuable in that it
re-defines responsibilities and duties of executives and other
members of personnel who are charged with performing the neces-
sary functions. Many times in the day-to-day operation of a
business, some functions through disuse lose their original pur-
pose and become neglected in the ordinary pursuit of one’s duties.
An organization survey serves to focus attention upon these
neglected responsibilities and duties so that their true place
in the affairs of the business might be again recognized.
FACTORS TO m TAKER INTO CONSIDERATIOR .
In any organization survey or management research pro-
gram designed to tie up loose ends in the organization of a bus-
iness, there are four definite factors which must be taken into
consideration.
Objectives of the Existing Organization.
The objective of the organization must be clearly
understood before plans for the survey can be undertaken. Organ-
izations differ in different businesses. A banking organization
is designed to perfonn factions Trhich differ considerably from
the functions required in a factory.
2 . Analysis of Respons ibilities and Functions .
An organization survey must imdertake a rigid im-
personal analysis of every function in the organization. These
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functions must be set forth in a clear and concise manner covering
all necessary information about each one of them. The various
inter-relations and inter-responsibilities must be clearly brought
out.
3 . Analysis of Lines of Authority .
Next, the management research investigator must desig-
nate personal authority for the above-mentioned responsibilities and
functions. In other words, these functions must be translated into
terms of individual responsibilities. Lines of authority must be
clearly shoivn and responsibility for functions must be specifically
designated,
4, Analysis of Personnel ,
After having defined the objectives of the organi-
zation, analyzed the respohsibilities and functions necessary to
achieve these objectives, and set forth lines of authority which
designate personal responsibility over the necessary functions,
the final step in an organization survey is to analyze the existing
personnel and their effectiveness in handling the responsibilities
and functions which have been set down as being necessary. This
factor raises the question of executive ratings and the efficiency
of various departments,
TECHNIQUES OF ORGANIZATION SURVEYS .
An organization survey in a going concern consists of four
definite steps. These are:
1, Examination of organic objectives and executive
policies that control the business.
2, Preparation of an analysis of organization
functions in relation to the objectives.
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3. Relating the personnel factor to
organization conditions.
4. Suggest5.ng the direction of necessary
changes
•
The ordinary organization stirvey, though depending in its
detail on the type of business, will in general proceed along the
lines suggested above. Although each heading relates to a single
objective to be reached before proceeding to the next stop, they
are nevertheless inter-related, one with the other, and until the
whole picture is complete, no definite conclusion concerning the
effectiveness of present organization policy can be reached.
The salient feature of this approach is that it separates
"functions" from "personnel", though it could be argued, and rightly
so, that these two terms are inseparable from a practical point of
view. Since the purpose of such an investigation which we shall
describe below is to photograph organa zation conditions as they
exist at a given moment, it is necessary to divorce the job from
its human performer, describe its functions and its relationships
with other jobs, and then treat the job-holder separately both in
his relation to his job and in his relation to other jobs and the
rest of the organization.
This approach will tend to provide management with the
significant facts regarding general organization and their correct
relationships, so that loose ends and weaknesses can be isolated
and their true nature realized.
1 . Examination of Organic Objectives
.
The first step in evaluating organization policies
is to evaluate the idea behind the business; the motivating force
—
1
the statement of general policy that lends cohesiveness to the
entire business. There are four points which must be considered.
Each of these four points suggest the technique of proceeding
with these phases of the survey.
a. Does a statement of objectives and major pol-
icies 'exist? Obviously, there must first of all be a statement
that sets up the major policies of the business. If not, a major
and important weakness of organization is already discovered,
b. Is the pronouncement of these major policies
clear? Is there a chance that misunderstanding or confusion
will result from a hazy statement of the major objective? Does
eveiy man in the organization know exactly what the company’s
position is on every major policy? These and other questions
must be answered in examining organic objectives and major pol-
icies from the standpoint of clearness. A definite and strict
policy unconvincingly stated is as about as useless as a fluctu-
ating and indecisive policy clearly stated.
c. Are these major policies complete? To be ef-
fective, the central organic objectives, or the major policies
of a business must cover every bit of controversial matter that
might arise. They must provide a central purpose a.gainst which
to check every plan and act. T/Vhile they need not be specific,
they must provide a ’’constitutional” guide for day-to-day opera-
tions and decisions.
d. Are these major policies follovired? Herein lies
the crvtx. of the irtiole matter. A clear, complete and authentic
pronouncement of organic objectives and major policies will come

to naught unless these basic rules are actually lived up to.
The difficulty lies in the fact that actual execution of these
basic aims is often in the hands of subordinate officials or
employees far dovm on the organization chart. Proper transla-
tion of major objectives in terms of every-day operation is
often neglected. If the organization set-up has not resulted
in creating the authority for putting these policies into ef-
fect, in providing a plan and procedure for operating this ma-
chinery, and ^ in setting up effective control to see that em-
ployees are following the policy so set down, obviously there
is a definite basic weakness that must be corrected before the
organization will function as it is meant to function. The
technique of determining whether or not major policies are being
followed and the steps necessary to insure an adherence to or-
ganic policies of an enterprise are suggested in the follov/ing
second phase of an organization survey designed to evaluate ex-
isting policies.
2 . Analysis of Organization Fimctions in Relation ' to
Objectives .
In this phase of the analysis the management re-
search investigator deals only with the job, ignoring for the
time being the person or persons responsible for getting the job
done. As stated above, the purpose of this particular approach
is to bring out to the light the job itself, its importance, its
place in respect to other jobs, and the part it plays in the gen-
eral organization set-up. Here again, the exact technique of

this phase of orgajiization engineering depends upon the type of
business, but in general such an investigation would ordinarily
proceed along the following lines*
a. First, break down the business into terms of
specific functions. This implies a careful and thorough listing
and analysis of every function in every department necessary to
the proper evaluation of organization principles. Furthermore,
this analysis can only be effective if conducted on an impersonal
basis. We are not concerned here with the executive or worker ful
filling the fvinction. Rather, we want only to know v^hat functions
exist at the moment.
This analysis can be accomplished from tv/o directions.
It can proceed from elemental functions upward to executive func-
tions, or it can go from executive functions downward to elemental
functions. In general, the latter direction provides a more ef-
fective and an easier base from which to operate.
The procedure is essentially as follows:
i. Go tlirough the business, department by depart-
ment, and set down in each department a statement of the functions
for which that department is responsible. In cases of large en-
terprises it will be necessary to further subdivide each depart-
ment into logical divisions, so that the analysis might not become
too involved, but proceed logically to a complete coverage of all
functions . For the time being, logical duplication of existing
functions between departments should be disregarded.
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Fimctions must be listed in detail, however. It is not
enough, for example, to list as one function the creation of
design for a linoleum pattern. The statement of the function
should include a breakdown describing it in more detail, i.e.,
stating the responsibility for development of the new design.
the actual creation of the design, and the approval of the design.
ii. List these functions on cards, indicating
the department or division responsibility. In general, tvio factors
should be included in a statement of functions: (l) Purpose of
the function; (2) Description of the function,
b. After the fxmctions have' been segregated and divided
the next step is to rate or evaluate the functions. Do they call
for superior ability or mediocre ability? Vifhat is their general
level? The purpose of this step is to evaluate the fimctions and
classify them into high and low levels. Many plans have been sug-
( 2 )
gested for such a job classification. But keeping in mind that
this classification is not to be used for wage setting or salary de
termination, but only to determine approved authoritative levels of
all functions in the business, the following self-explanatory class
(3
)
fication is generally suitable for this phase of the work.' '
^^^4x6 cards generally provide sufficient space for the in-
formation,
A good discussion of job classifications can be found in E. 0,
Griffenhagen’s article appearing in the Handbook of Business
Administration
, pp. 1135-1144.
C 2
1
' ' The writer has found this classification appropriate in classi-
fying jobs of more than 800 student workers imder the N,Y,A,
program in Boston University. It was first suggested by J, 0,
Hopwood in an article appearing in the Harvard Business Review,
January, 1935, pp. 141.

1. Executive
2 . Minor executive
3. Major supervision
4. Minor supervision
5. Highly skilled
6. Skilled
7. Unskilled.
c . Now that the fvinctions have been defined and eval-
uated, the next step is to show the inter-relations and the di-
visions of the functions. This is accomplished by an organiza-
tion function chart in which the functions are related in their
proper order and level and not the title of the person responsible
for the fvinction, as is the case in ordinary organization charts
.
When this has been completed and the functions have been lined up
and placed in their logical relationships, the management research
investigator is ready to proceed to the third major phase of a
complete organization survey, that is, relating the personnel factor
to the organization functions.
3 . Relating Personnel Factor to Organization Conditions
.
In this step, the management research investigator
is concerned with translating the functions arrived at above into
terms of individual responsibilities and duties. The objective
of this phase of the problem is not only to determine the personnel
carrying out the functions, but the characteristics and suitability
of the personnel in relation to their function or functions. In
order to effectively accomplish this end it is necessary that
such an investigation or analysis be done in terms of names, not
titles. Titles are often meaningless and misrepresent conditions
as they actually exist. The purpose of the organization survey
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can be accomplished only when conditions are set down, first in
terms of functions and second in terms of individual responsi-
bilities for performing these functions
.
The actual procedure of the first part of this phase
is relatively simple. In general, it consists merely of enter-
ing the name of the individual responsible for performing the
fxmction on the card representing that function. If a person
is connected with one or more fimctions, his name is entered on
the cards outlining each of these functions. In the case of
fvinctions in the lower levels when many men participate in one
function, it might be necessary to code personnel and enter only
code numbers in place of names. In other instances, especially
in the \naskilled levels where personnel is constantly changing,
it is sometimes necessary to signify only the number of men per-
forming a specific function. In any event, the net result of
this procedure is to definitely ascertain the individual or
individuals responsible for every function listed in the organi-
zation.
The next step is to compare the personal ability of
the individual with the requirements of the function or job.
This step is the responsibility of the operating executive im-
mediately concerned. It is not 7/ithin the scope of the manage-
ment research investigator. He can only provide the basic facts
necessary for such an evaluation.
This examination of individuals in terms of functions
( 1 ) Cf
.
pp. 46.
r
•I
m
and duties provides the first practical application of the vfork
of the management research investigator in evaluating organiza-
tion policies. A judicial analysis at this point is an effective
means of a thorough personnel overhauling. In this connection,
there are four principal points which operating or departmental
executives should look for:
a. The actual ability of the individual to per-
form the required duties. Is the job too big for the employee?
Has he got the right amount and right kind of help? Does he need
more training? Should he be displaced altogether?
b. The suitability of the individual to the job.
Is he a misfit? Is he an expert salesman doing a clerical job?
Is he an expert machinist performing simple lathe operations? Is
he a sales promotion man performing a sales management function?
c. Is there duplication of effort? Can the v/ork
of tv^o individuals be combined into a single job? Are any individ-
uals spending more time v^ith other functions than with their own
jobs?
d. Is there overlapping of authority? Is more
than one individual directly responsible for a major ftinction?
Does any individual have tvro direct bosses on a single job? Should
the lines of authority be re-defined?
4. Suggesting Direction of Necessary Changes .
At this point, management can use the data thus
gained to accurately evaluate existing organization policies and
determine where changes are necessary. The actual use of this ma-
terial is suggested as follows:
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a. First, to set dovm fimctional responsibilities.
This implies a bringing together in one place of an analysis of
all necessary jobs so that management will know just what is to
be done and the general personal level required to get it done.
It suggests elimination of unnecessary functions and duplicate
functions. It points out the possibility of combining functions,
or shifting general responsibility to other executives or depart-
ments .
b. Second, to indicate personal responsibilities. As
stated previously, a major objective of an organization svirvey
is to re-define individual responsibilities and duties. If the
survey should indicate any deviation from personal responsibility
or lack of emphasis of specific functional responsibilities on the
part of any individual, the material gained in an organization sur-
vey of this type v/ill point directly to the specific individual
responsible and the fmotions affected.
c. Third, to remedy loose ends and weaknesses of
general organization. More important perhaps than the informa-
tion and psychological aspects of the application of the findings
of the management research investigator in this connection, are
the remedial uses to which the information thus gained, can be put.
Not only will loose ends and weaknesses either in fimctions or in
personnel be apparent, but also because both the functional and per-
sonal analyses are available, definite solutions and changes v^ill
be immediately suggested.
( 1 ) Cf. pp. 40
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Section IV.
EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF WAGE INCENTIVE PLANS
B.CPQRTANCE OT PROPER SELECTION OF VfAGE INCENTIVE PLANS .
The necessity of effective wage incentive plans cannot
be overestimated. A worker’s v;age is perhaps the most important
force generating productive activity. It is not only necessary
that the worker be paid for the time spent on the job, but the
employee must also be provided Yfith some reasonable incentive
that will encourage him to increase his output. In scattered
cases, this incentive comes through individual desire or pride in
accomplishment, but usually the incentive must be in the form of
an increased financial return. This fact suggests a two-fold re-
lationship of the entire problem of wage incentives. On the other
hand, the worker’s chief aim is to get as large a total wage as he
can* This constitutes the prime motivation to increased effort.
Management, on the other hand, is concerned directly with lowering
costs of production to a minimum* If such reduction can be ac-
complished by a means of increased output, it is to management’s
advantage to provide the ViTorker with necessary incentives in pay
in order to assixre the necessary increase in output.
Another important factor in the selection of wage incen-
tive plans is the wage objective of labor unions . In highly or-
ganized industries especially, unions exercise considerable in-
fluence in the determination of incentive plans* Although the
basic union aim is to ’’eliminate competition among union workers
by substituting for many different rates paid by employers one
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single standard rate for each occupation or kind of job”,
in recent years a nxjmber of unions have acted constructively and
co-operatively with the management wage incentive program in re-
turn for the promise of greater security of employment, larger
share in the gains of increased production, and wider control in
shop discipline, (2)
Many wage incentive plans have been developed to fit
specific needs
'
Moreover, it is a common occurrence to find
several plans of payment in a single shop. Our problem is to de-
termine a method of evaluating a wage incentive plan already in
use. Does a particular plan secure the maximum co-operation be-
tween the workers and the employers in the reduction of total unit
costs? Is some other plan likely to prove more successful? What
facts should be obtained and v/^hat methods should be used in eval-
uating various wage incentive plans?
FACTORS TO m TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION .
There are a nvimber of factors that must be taken into
consideration when attempting to arrive at a basis for evaluating
a particular wage incentive plan. For the purpose of convenience
these factors are divided into two groups, i*e., tangible cost and
production factors; and intangible, human factors.
It should be stressed at this point that each of these
factors are equally important. The considerations entering into
Daugherty, C, R, Labor Problems in .American Industry
, pp. 536.
^2) Ibid., pp. 705.
See Lytle, C. W,, 0£. cit. for a complete statement of various
wage incentive systems.
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53 .
this analysis cannot always be reduced to a mathematical cost and
production basis* The himian element is just as important and in-
finitely more difficult to gauge* It should also be pointed out
in passing that incentives are not always of a financial nature,
Non-financial incentives are in many cases equally important as
financial incentives in increasing production, improving quality,
and decreasing cost.^^^
1. Tangible Cost and Production Factors .
The first factors to be taken into consideration
are those that directly and tangibly affect the value of a wage
incentive plan* Cost and production factors will vary in differ-
ent sit\iations, but in general they can be grouped under foi.ur head-
ings, as follows;
a. Total vinit costs . This, of course, is the elemental
question in examining any wage incentive plan. How does the plan
affect total \mit costs? Has it lowered these costs? Has it
steadied these costs? Yfhat has been the actual result of the plan,
including all costs? It is important to emphasize here that the
pertinent factor in this connection is total \mit cost and not
simply unit labor costs. As Mr* K* B, Anderson has put the problem,
“Unit Labor Cost is often only a small part of the manufacturing cost.
As the worker's response improves, \mit labor cost is decreased by
use of a straight time wage or gain-sharing plan, remains constant
under straight piece work, and increases when multiple piece rates
( 1 )
( 2 )
For good treatment of non-financial incentives see Cost and
Production Handbook
, pp* 674.
Anderson, K* B,, Handbook of Business Administration, pp. 657.
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and step features are used. But the highest level of response
comes only when the last type of plan is applied. Consequently,
if indirect expense is proportionately high as compared with
direct labor due to the use of valuable equipment and heavy items
of fixed expense, total xmit cost may be lower as a result of
spreading the burden over a larger number of units produced in
spite of the increased labor cost per unit. In a plant where
several large automatic machines are operated by one employee,
for example, a step plan may give the lowest total unit cost be-
cause it is the strongest incentive and stimulates a maximum nvim-
ber of operators to come up to task.”
Output . Closely connected with the above
factor but nevertheless important enough to be treated separately
is the factor of rate of production. This featvire is especially
important in wage incentives applicable to workers turning out
large numbers of small articles, or to sub-assemblies and packing
operations. It is difficult in these instances to analyze the
effect of a wage incentive plan in terms of unit costs since the
total costs of these operations themselves make up only a fraction
of total production costs. Thus it is that actual rate of output
is an important factor to be taken into consideration in any eval-
uation of wage incentive plans. In cases where there is no produc-
tion unit, other factors must be analyzed in order to measure the
effectiveness of a particular plan, (1)
( 1 )
Cf. pp. 63.

c. Waste and spoilage. This third factor plays an
important part not only in the evaluation of a specific wage plan
but as an actual fact of the plan. A nimiber of plans are based
on both production and reduction of scrap, while in some instances
a bonus is based entirely on reduction of scrap output. Re-
gardless of whether or not the cost of waste and spoilage is s\if-
ficiently large to bring these factors into the incentive plan it-
self, the rate of scrap output is an important factor in measuring
the effectiveness of a wage incentive plan and as such it is in-
cluded in the scope of the management research investigator’s work.
d. The ease of administration . One of the first es-
sentials of the wage incentive plan as stated by many authors is
( 2 )that it be easy to administer. ^ This is an important tangible
factor to be considered in evaluating the general effectiveness of
a wage system. It is often a major determining factor in the selec-
tion of a wage incentive plan. Commenting on this point in connec-
tion with the relative merits of individual plan or a group plan,
H. P. Dutton recently said; "A group plan of paying a bonus greatly
simplifies and reduces the accounting and clerical operations since
only one record of production need be kept for the entire group.
Some increase in overhead comes with the operation of
any wage incentive plan. Clerical costs, inspection costs, and
costs of the payroll departments always* increase; and these increased
^ ^ ) Cost and Production Handbook
, pp . 649
.
( 2 ) Pqj. example, see Cost and Production Handbook
, pp. 658.
Dutton, H, P., ’’The Wage Incentive Plan You Ought to Have",
Factory^ and- Industrial Management
,
Vol. 83, December, 1932,
pp. 451.

expenditures or the increased personal attention required of execu-
tives should not become so burdensome that they will more than offset
savings accruing from the v^age system.
2 . Intangible Human Factors .
Classified imder this heading are a number of
factors difficult to measure but nevertheless most important in
evaluating wage incentive plans* No plan can be successful that
ignores the human element — the reactions of the worker actually
affected by the plan or the conditions \mder which the system is
operated.
Any grouping of these intangible factors is neces-
sarily arbitrary, but the following four principal points cover
more or less completely the important hvonan elements that must be
taken into consideration in this connection;
a. Fairness to the worker . Is the plan fair to in-
dividual employees? Does it provide for the workers a just and
reasonable share of the increased value due to accelerated output?
Is the reward practical and material for services rendered? Does
the plan tend to stress unduly the negative appeal, that is, does
it arouse fears of penalities, excessively low wages, or demotion?
Likewise, is the plan fair to management? Does an excessive share
of savings due to increased output go to the workers? Furthermore,
does the plan assist supervision in a practical manner? Answers
to these and other questions provide a basis for judging a plan in
terms of fairness to all concerned.
b. Ease of vinderstanding . The second intangible human
element in any consideration of a wage incentive system has to do
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with the ease with which the plan is xmderstood by the workers.
Some empirical plans are quite complicated and require a great deal
of computation. Others are less involved and can be easily figtared
by the worker himself. In any event, the plan if it is to be most
effective should be simple enough that an employee can reasonably
figure his approximate relationship to the group or to individual
performance, if not actually possible to compute his own earnings
quickly and easily. Furthermore, the results should be made avail-
able as rapidly as accvirate compilation of rates will allow,
c . Promotion of harmony , The wage incentive plan to
be effective must necessarily promote harmony between employees
and management. The plan should increase confidence. Any indica-
tions to the contrary should be an immediate warning for investiga-
tion. Equally important with tangible cost and production factors,
a wage incentive plan must aid in team work and automatically assist
effective and practical supervision.
d. Element of response . Finally, the management
research Investigator must take into consideration the fundamental
aim or aims of the incentive system. Not all systems are planned
to increase output or lower cost directly. One authority states
six elements of response to be foxmd in wage incentive system,
These are;
1. Lov/er unit- costs
2. Increased output
3. Increased quality
4. Reduction of material waste
5. Accident prevention
6. Regularity of attendance.
Anderson, K. B., op. cit., pp . 645.
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The results of a wage incentive plan must be directly judged by
the response for which the plan was designed to obtain. In other
words, an evaluation of wage systems must hinge on the objective
intended or implied. A wage incentive system cannot very often ac-
complish results for which it v/as never designed.
the technique of wage incentive research
The actual procedxjre of evaluating wage incentive systems
will vary considerably with the specific situation under consider-
ation. The factors to be considered cover so much ground that it
is almost impossible to chart any definite course for the management
research investigator. The problem facing the investigator varies
to a great extent. Sometimes it is necessary to study a plan from
a cost and production standpoint and in other instances from a human
or intangible standpoint.
Nevertheless, the problem can be broken down into its
fundamentals. Generally speaking, the purpose of such an investi-
gation takes either one or the other, or both, of two approaches.
First, the investigation is aimed to produce a complete factual
evaluation of the plan as it now exists; or second, it is aimed to
provide a basis of comparing one incentive plan with another in a
given situation with the end in view of determining which plan will
give the most beneficial results*
Vifith the above limitations in mind, the technique of wage
incentive research can be studied under the following two headings:
1. Mathematical Analyses of Cost and Production Factors .
The management research investigator can determine
differences in cost imder various wage plans for a specific operation
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by calculating total \mit charges applicable to each of several
systems. This provides a basis from a cost standpoint for deter-
mining relative effectiveness of each system, Tvfo precautions,
hov/ever, must be emphasized. First, the particular job standard
must be considered as already improved and fixed. Second, any
changes in burden resulting from increased cost in administra-
tion of various plans must be shown in the aiialysis.
Dr, Frank L, Eidmann has provided an excellent example
of this technique, illustrating the exact procedure to be follo»ved
in making an analysis of this type.^^^ The job chosen in this
illustration is an operation consisting of machining castings on
a milling machine. The material cost for each raw casting is fifty
cents and the machine rate is tv/entj'- cents per hoiir except where
the cost of increased planning and wage administration raises this
item to tvrenty-five cents an hour. Tforkers ’ earnings and unit shop
costs per day are computed for different levels of production ac-
cording to the following methods of wage payment;
a. Day rates
b. Straight piece work
c. Halsey Premium Plan
d. Taylor Differential Piece Rate
e. The Gantt Task and Bonus Plan
f . Emerson Efficiency Bonus Plan,
A comparison of workers’ earnings per day under the vari-
ous wage payment plans and a comparison of shop costs per day is
illustrated in the following table;
Eidmann, Frank L., op. cit., pp. 384, See also Handbook of
Business Administration, pp, 648, and Lytle, C, ’W,, 0£, cit ,,
pp. 40,
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Example of Mathematical Analyses of
Cost Factors in Comparison of Wage
Payment Plans (l)
No. of
Castings
Produced
(Day)
Workers Earning (Day)
“I
Day
Straight
Piece Halsey Taylor Gantt Emerson
8 $3.20 $1.60 $3.20 $1.12 $3.20 $3.20
12 3.20 2.40 3.20 1.68 3.20 3.20
16 3.20 3.20 3.20 2.24 3.20 3.296
20 3.20 4.00 3 .466 4.00 4.26 3.84
28 3.20 5.60 4.00 5.60 5.97 5,12
36 3.20 7.20 4.53 7.20 7.68 6.40
44 3.20 8.80 5.066 8.80 9.39 7.68
52 3.20 10.40 5.60 10.40 11.09 8.96
Total Shop Costs (Day)
8 $8.80 $7.20 $8.80 $7.12 $9.20 $9.20
12 10.80 10.00 10.80 9.68 11.20 11.20
16 12.80 12.80 12.80 12.24 13.20 13.296
20 14.80 15.60 15.066 16.00 16.26 15.84
28 18.80 21.20 19.60 21.60 21.97 21.12
36 22.80 26.80 24.13 27.20 27.68 26.40
44 26.80 32.40 28.666 32.80 33.39 31.68
52 30.80 38.00 33.20 38.40 39.09 36.96
An analysis of this nature will provide one v/ith valuable
and pertinent information with regard to relative costs of different
types of incentive plans as pertaining to a single operation, but as we
( 2 )have pointed out previously, this is not always a criterion on \vhich
to judge the effectiveness of a particular system.
In addition to comparing results of several plans on a
single operation, the management research investigator will be called
upon to judge the relative effectiveness of wage incentive systems al-
ready in operation and where no chance of hypothetical cost comparison
exists. This is especially true in places having a mmber of incentive
(1) Computed from data presented by Professor Frank L. Eidmann, op. cit .,
pp. 383 ff.
(2) Cf. pp . 52.
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plans operating under a wide variety of operating conditions. The
problem here can best be attacked by evaluating factors contnon to
all plans. In general, the following four indices or relation-
ships can be utilized;
a. Percentage of Standard Tasks Completed . When it
is necessary to evalixate the relative effectiveness of different wage
incentive plans used under totally different operating conditions
and standards, an important measurement is the percentage of standard
tasks completed. This procedure, suggested in a talk by Professor
Fairchild Raymond before the American Statistical Associati on^,^^
not only emphasizes the response of the worker to the plan but also
gives a good indication of its all-round effectiveness and effi-
ciency. It is possible, of course, that circumstances will alter
operations in different departments. If the computations cover a
reasonable length of time, the inequalities due to varying conditions
will be evened out and the relationships will provide an accurate
and valuable measurement.
The technique of this procediire is relatively simple.
It consists merely of computing a relationship between actual out-
put and standard output of all workers operating under the incentive
plans being considered. The degree of standard task achievement
(or failure of achievement) is not ordinarily important although
sometimes advisable to take into consideration. The main point is
simply to answer the question; '^^/hat percentage of standard tasks
were completed under this wage incentive system during this reasonable
length of time?”
Hotel Commodore, Nev/ York City, December 31, 1935. From notes
of the writer.

When the results of such an analysis are placed before
management, the relative effect from a production and labor
response standpoint of various wage incentive plans can easily be
indicated,
b. Index of Unit Costs . Another method of reducing
wage incentive systems to a common denominator is by reducing
various vinit costs to a percentage of a common base and tracing
results under various sytems . This procedure, however, is effec-
tive only when variable costs entering into the unit cost are dis-
counted and as a result is not as widely applicable as the first
method stated of evaluating the relative effectiveness of various
wage incentive plans* It is generally useful only with procedures
and operations that have become standard, both as to method of man-
ufacture and as to material cost.
c . Cost per Yifage Dollar of Admini stration of Yfage
Incentive Plans
.
.
In addition to the above two procedures, a third
tangible method of evaluating relative effectiveness of wage incen-
tive plans, under varying operating conditions, is to determine the
cost per total wage dollar applicable to administering the system.
If accounting procedure perraits a close allocation of administrative
costs of various plans, such a comparison can easily be made and
will shed considerable light on this important factor contributing
to the all-round effectiveness of a wage syston,
d. Per Cent Spoilage to Total Amount . Waste and
spoilage factors in wage incentive plans can be evaluated generally
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by comparing the per cent spoilage to total output under each
system. Actual amount of spoiled goods will vary, of course, in
various departments because of differences in materials and pro-
cesses, but deviations over and above normal or standard results
can be used to a certain extent to measure the relative effective-
ness of various v^age systems from a quality standpoint.
e. Determining Indirect Evidences of Effectiveness .
Some incentive plans are necessarily based on indirect measures
of performance since either no production xmit exists that can
be counted or the production \mit is not suitable for this use.
The effectiveness of such plans can best be evaluated by examin-
ing the trend in the tangible measvirenents that are used in deter-
mining the employee’s wage. For example, a nearby cordage plant
has several operators on an incentive plan based on the nimber of
hours the worker's machine is in operation and not on the amount
of rope the machine produces. A record of the frequency and extent
of machine stops can be set up to provide management with a suitable
measurement of the effectiveness of that particular system even
though it is not based directly on output. A further example is
fovind in incentive plans for power house engineers and firemen
which are based not on actual power production but on efficiency
achieved, as measured by steam level chart, quantity of fuel used,
or analysis of ash. In such a case, again, the effectiveness of
the incentive system can best be determined by studying the actual
results achieved
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2 . Analyses of Intangible Hviman Factors ,
The problem of evaluating the human element so
important to the success of a wage payment plan is a difficult
one. Nevertheless, the true situation cannot be revealed \mless
this is accomplished. Fairness, xmderstandability, harmony, and
human response are important factors in any wage system and as
such must be taken into account.
The technique of measuring the human element in
its connection with a wage incentive plan varies considerably in
different businesses. In many instances, it is almost impossible
to obtain any definite reactions whatsoever. In such cases, the
required information can be approximated or even accurately surveyed
by informal discussions and observations. It goes without saying
that an individual making such observations should be "close enough
to the man at the bench to imderstand exactly how his mind works
and what his attitudes are."^^^ If conditions allow, this is often
the most effective means of surveying the htiman element of a wage
system.
But should such a method be impossible or incon-
clusive, the management research investigator should tvim to tech-
niques of a more tangible or specific natxire. In general, these
procedures can be classified into three groups;
a. Direct Analysis of Existing Data , This method
is limited, in the main, to large firms using many types of incentive
systems under one roof where the information desired is a comparison
( 1 ) Bowers, Glen, op. cit., pp. 1069.
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of the effectiveness of each of the several plans. It consists,
primarily, of analyzing comments pertaining to wage incentive
systems in relation to total comments. For example, if an effec-
tive suggestion system is in operation, the workers * personal re-
actions to different plans can be gauged somewhat by comparing
suggestions pertaining to the incentive plan in each departraent
to total suggestions received from that department. If such an
index is out of line in certain departments \mder certain wage
systems, it is an indication that all is not well from the workers’
attitude standpoint, even though cost and production data might
point to reasonable effectiveness of the plan. Likewise, shop
committee requests or minutes of meetings, where such committees
exist, can be analyzed in. the same manner.
b. Specific Attitude Surveys
. From a scientific
standpoint, a carefully administered survey of employee attitudes
is more effective than any other method for evaluating the human
element of a wage incentive plan. A practicing psychologist or
industrial engineer, if he knows the rules to follow and is ex-
perienced in service of this type, v/ill generally furnish manage-
ment with the exact information required. A recent excellent ex-
ample of such a survey, though used for a different purpose and
directed to a homogeneous group of workers, illustrating the type
of information possible to obtain, was recently completed by Dr.
Edwin Chamberlin of Boston University and published in Personnel
Review, October, 1935.
(l) Pp. 118. See also Uhrbrock, R. S., A Psychologist Looks at
Wage Incentive Methods . Hersey, R. B., Workers’ Emotions in
Shop and Home . Williams, Whiting, What *
s
in the Worker ’ s
Mind
.

A more specific problem presents itself when a wage
incentive plan aims to directly produce an element of response
other than increased output, reduced labor cost, or, indirectly,
increased quality. In such cases, the technique of evaluat-
ing the plan in terms of this objective is relatively simple. If
the aim of a bonus plan, for example, is to reduce material waste,
the record of waste can be laid side by side vrith the operation
of the plan and the results can be accxirately determined by in-
spection of the record. If an incentive system is designed
primarily to increase attendance regularity, a record of ab-
scences and tardiness can be examined to see if expected results
are being achieved.
c. Controlled Experiment . Sometimes it is possible,
where conditions permit, to undertake a laboratory program to
demonstrate under controlled conditions the relative effective-
ness of various vrage systems. No record of such an experiment
exists although it has been recently suggested by Dr. Uhrbrock.^^)
He proposed a one-year research experiment in a department where
production and earnings have leveled off to demonstrate actml
results of various wage systems. Such factors as variations in
output, in quality of work, in degree of effort expended, and in
attitudes of workers and supervisors under various systems, he
said, can be accurately meastured by means of a program of this
nature
.
(1) Cf., pp. 57.
(2) Uhrbrock, R. S,, o£. cit ., pp. 27.
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Section V
.
EVALUATING PERSOIUTEL PROGPJU.S
Personnel administration provides a fertile field
for the management research investigator. It is one phase of
the general management picture about vjhich executives are seek-
ing more and more information. Especially in times like the
present, ’vvhen costs and expenses of all kinds are carefully
reviewed, it is necessary that some true evaluation of existing
personnel policies be undertaken. The technique of going about
such an investigation, the procedures to be used, and the methods
to be employed call for a wide range of activity. For this
reason, a discussion of techniques em.ployed in evaluating per-
sonnel programs is valuable not only for the immediate purpose
of determining the v;orth of specific features but also because
of the adaptability of such procedures to other management
problems
.
NATURE AND HISTORY ^ PERSaU^IBL PROGRAIvS
Before beginning the discussion of techniques to be
employed, it is necessary to make one or two observations regard-
ing personnel programs and policies in general. In some respects
they differ fundamentally from, other management problems we have
been dealing v/ith in this paper. It is necessary that the
nanagenent research investigator have the following points firm-
ly in mind, if his study is to be of maximum usefulness.
In the first place, personnel programs grow; they
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are not selected. LSxnagement does not look over valuable
features in programs vjhen desiring to exps.nd or add to personnel
programs and pick this feature or that feature and put it into
effect. Rather, are personnel programs a result of gradual
evolution. Plans, procedures and activities naking up the pro-
gram are introduced, expanded, modified, or discontinued, as
conditions require.
As a result, the management research investigator
is not used as much during the inception of a plan, or a partic-
ular feature, as he is used to evaluate the tangible results of
such a plan or feature after it has been introduced. At this
point is the management research investigator brought into the
picture to determine whether or not there is a definite need for
a particular plan or feature of the personnel program under
consideration.
The second point regarding personnel programs, concern-
ing which the management research investigator should be familiar,
is that the extensive personnel programs of today are a relative-
ly new development. Consequently, there is no great body of
experience to draw upon in determining the organization and make-
up of a personnel program. This development has been especially
rapid since the World War. The National Industrial Conference
Board has recently issued an excellent survey of the factors con-
tributing to the rapid development of m.odem personnel adminis-
tration during the past few years. Summarized, these factors are
( 1 )listed below, as follows:
^National Industrial Conference Board. " Industrial Relations ;
Administration of Policies and Programs." pp. 8 fTi
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.
1 . Changes in Industrial Organization .
Since the beginning of the 20th century not only
have individual manufacturing units greatly increased in size
but ovmers have given place to officials in the current manage-
ment of these enterprises. As a result of this factor, it has
become necessary for employers to delegate to others the task
of maintaining close contact -with workers and contributing to
their morale.
2. Effect of the World War .
The VJar was an important stimulus to the develop-
ment of personnel activities and programs in that it provided
•conditions that mde possible experimental work in this field.
At the same time it revealed the v;eaknesses of theories and
methods of administration of programs of that time, thus paving
the v;ay for somewhat slower but sounder progress in later years.
3. The Modern Necessity of Uninterrupted Production .
One of the most certain ways of preventing the
economic waste of interrupted production due to labor contro-
versies, accidents, sickness or irregularities is to build up
within a plant a reputation for fair dealing and the considera-
tion of the interests of emplojrees . This factor has contributed
much to the development of personnel programs.
4. Competition for Desirable Labor .
Effective operation of a manufacturing plant today
calls not only for a definite number of employees but for a supply
of workers possessing characteristics of reliance, loyalty, energy,
and desire to excell. Although the prospect of high wages is
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perhaps the most important single feature that attracts good
workmen to a plant, the general treatment of the workers or
the interest shown by management to the workers is an im-
portant factor. High wages are by no means the complete
answer to personnel problems.
5. Building Good->7ill on the Part of the Public .
A plant is necessarily affected by the attitude
of the community in which it is situated. An effective per-
sonnel program is an important factor heightening the repu-
tation of a plant in its own locality. A large part of the
recent growth and consolidation of personnel programs can be
traced to a recognition of this necessity.
6 . Contact with Labor Unionism .
It cannot be denied that most employers view
with alarm the expansion of labor union membership within
their working force. Obviously, employers in recent times
have attempted to provide their workers with conditions more
attractive than the workers could hope to secure througji a
labor organization. This has, of course, resulted in an ex-
pansion of personnel programs.
Though the principal factors making up the reason
for personnel programs are listed above, over and over these
separate indications or trends is a general recognition of
the interdependence of the various elements in our industrial
structure. The world has been knit together more closely
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.
with the resulting growth of social consciousness and social
responsibility. In the last analysis, the de-velopment of per-
sonnel programs is the resultant of many forces, direct and in-
direct, mental and material.
But there is still a third peculiarity of this general
problem of personnel programs that the management research in-
vestigator should keep in mind. Changes and revisions are con-
stantly taking place within programs and specific features of
personnel activities. One authority has stated this factor as
follows; "The forces that shape and determine characteristics of
these programs are always changing, and these call for changes
in policies and methods."^^^
Individual companies, in determining the relative effect
or worth of specific plans or component parts of the personnel
set-up must always take into account changes in their own partic-
ular situation. Sometimes these changes are internal, some-
times external, and sonetimes both. They include questions of
income, location, expansion, competition, community development,
and numerous other factors
.
Finally, the oft-repeated qualification of management
research is particularly effective here . As one authority puts
it; "Personnel policies can never be decided solely on the basis
of verifiable objective data. A few facts plus a liberal amount
of opinion and interpretation constitute the basis for attempts
(2)
at evaluation,"'' ^
(1) Stone, R. Vf. "Personnel Ivianagement ; An Appraisal." Factory
and Industrial Management
,
June 1932. pp. 276.
(2) Uhrbrook, R.S, "Getting Facts for Administering Personnel
Policies." Personnel
, August, 1935, pp. 131.
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ILgORTANCE OF EVALRATBIG PERSQIJIgL PROGRAMS
Continued appraisals of personnel programs are necessary
for many reasons. J,!lany considerations necessarily enter into
the picture in determining personnel policies, and, accordingly,
periodic evaluation of plans and features is of prime importance.
During the present time, perhaps more than during any other period,
is management subjecting personnel programs to thorough investi-
gation in order to determine their actual and going value.
The principal reasons why such appraisal is warranted
might be summarized as follows;
1 . determine monetary return from money s pent .
Evaluation is necessary because of the cost of
personnel programs . In many instances annual expense runs from
$13 to $67 per employee. Naturally, management demands some
tangible evidence of value received for this substantial considera-
tion. Personnel programs are not conducted on benevolent prin-
ciples, but only when they show definite results.
2. To clarify personnel objectives .
Periodic evaluation is necessary, in the second
place, in order that plans and features might be examined in
terms of the organic objectives of the entire personnel program.
In the development of these complex programs it is quite easy
sometimes to give disproportionate emphasis to one particular
phase of the work. For example, a recent writer has complained
of the over-emphasis of striving for community good-will.
(1) Balderston, C. C., Executive Guidance of Industrial Relations
,
pp. 376.
(2) Stone, R. W,, op, cit.
, pp. 279.
1
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He goes so far as to say that this development has unfortunately
proceeded to such an extent that good-v>;ill has been made a direct
goal of a number of personnel programs rather tlian a by-product
of more important objectives.
3 . actually measure results
.
A third reason for evaluating industrial relations
programs is that specific and tangible evidences of results can
be obtained. As we shall see later, such evaluation provides
a definite check list or measuring stick against which to evaluate
general results
.
4. To insure effective utilization of human resources
.
Only a continued reopening of the question will
definitely guarantee to management that their efforts are constant-
ly directed to^vard the most effective utilization of the human
resources available. The importance of this factor has been
stated before, (2) because it constitutes perhaps the most important
single consideration basic to personnel programs.
5. To avoid dangers of half-way measures .
Sometimes a firm would be better off without a
particular personnel feature simply because it does not go far
enougih. Periodic evaluation v;ill often expose this factor and
point the way to remedies
.
6 . To keep in step with needs .
Finally, continued or periodic appraisals of
personnel programs uncover changes in particular situations that
alter the objectives of the general policy. It might be that a
(1) Of., pp. 75.
(2) Cf., pp. 6.
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particular feature is no longer of value. On the other hand,
there might possibly be a definite new need for another personnel
feature. In any event, an evaluation of a current personnel
program is very likely to point out these changes and the policies
that are necessary to keep in step.
TECMIQUE 0^ EVALUATING PERSONNEL PROGRAMS
The technique of evaluating particular features of per-
sonnel programs has been fairly well worked out in recent years
as a result of the increased demand for specific facts to be used
as a basis for administering personnel policies. It is necessary,
however, to bring into focus in terms of a definite research pro-
gram all of these various procedures so that some common technique
can be stated which will cover all possible situations.
Dr. Uhrbrook's warning, ^ ^^however, should be stated
again. Mere tangible facts dealing with evaluation of personnel
programs cannot be used as the sole basis for management decisions
concerning a personnel policy. There has never yet been developed
a substitute for careful judgment.
But the importance of ‘accurate collection and careful
analysis of such facts must not be minimized. They are valuable
and often shed light on particular features that have been obscured
in the general run of things. So it is necessary and quite im-
portant that a definite and scientific research program should be
considered in evaluating personnel programs in order that pertin-
ent facts can be collected v/hich will serve as a guide for later
decisions
.
( 1 ) Cf., pp, 71.
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As in other programs of management research, the
management research investigator must necessarily approach this
problem from tv;o angles: First, he must determine a method of
measuring and evaluating tangible evidences of effectiveness;
and, second, he must determine and appraise intangible evidences
of effectiveness. Suggested techniques and procedures for
each of these two approaches are discussed separately in the
paragraphs immediately following.
1 , Tangible Measures of Effectiveness .
In many instances it is possible to obtain
specific or factual information regarding the worth of particu-
lar features of personnel programs
. Vifhile it is not always
true that specific facts are wholely influenced bjr a particular
personnel plan, nevertheless they do constitute definite measur-
ing rods ivhich can honestly be used to measiwe progress.
Ten of the most important techniques or pro-
cedures are discussed below in order.
a
.
Character of applicants for positions . This
information is readily obtainable either from the application
records of individuals desiring to enter the employ of a partic-
ular company or from the records of workers recently employed.
If the general character of applicants seems to be high it is
a good test that the company has, in general, established a
reputation for fair dealing and has the interest of its v;orkers
at heart. TJhile this test cannot be used to evaluate any specific
personnel policy, it does indicate a general over-all effective-
ness of the personnel programs that have been adopted.
(1) Cf., pp. 58.
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A further proof in this connection would be an examination of
employment records to determine hov; many sons and daughters of
other employees are employed or are on the waiting list. If a
father likes a firm well enough to want his son or daughter to
work there also, it is a fairly good indication, when sub-
stantiated by other factors, that the personnel program of that
particular plant is generally effective.
b. Labor turnover
,
tardiness and absenteeism. Under
this heading are grouped a number of tangible factors that can
be employed by the management research investigator in evaluating
personnel problems . Turnover and attendance records are collect-
ed by nearly all plants and can be adapted to this specific pur-
pose v/ithout much extra effort. In a recent study of personnel
activities at the Cheney Brothers plant in South Manchester,
Connecticut, data was presented to shov; a reduction in labor turn-
over from 57,8^ to 25.0;^ in the short space of ten years, largely
attributed to improved industrial relations activities
Likewise, tardiness and absenteeism data can be used
in the same manner. Furthermore, the record of transfers and
shifts within different departments of a company is valuable as
a source of information to be used in evaluating personnel activities,
c. Length of service . A third tangible measurement
closely related to labor turnover, but nevertheless important in
itself, is a study of length of service records of individual em-
ployees in a plant, I'Vhile this particular factor might be more
TT)
National Industrial Conference Board, Indus trial Relations
Activities at Cheney Brothers, pp.5.
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dependent on other considerations than on personnel activities,
I
it is nevertheless an important index of general all-round effect-
iveness. A man is more likely to pile up a record of long service
in a firm generally recognized for fair dealing and objective in-
terest than in a firm where personnel programs and policies are not
as generally effective
.
d. Waste percentage
,
quality of work
.
Waste and delay
records, including both time and material, can often be used as
a general index to evaluate personnel programs of a specific con-
cern. Material waste percentage records can be analyzed side
by side with personnel program development, furnishing another
yardstick against which to measure relative effectiveness. A
properly administered personnel program not only should decrease
v;aste and scrap but should increase and tone up general qmlity
of the entire output. A satisfied worker engaged with management
in a common interest cannot help but be concerned with improving
the quality of his work. For this reason the effectiveness of
personnel activities can be judged in the light of improved quality
and declining waste percentage. In this connection the management
research investigator can also examine the entire production picture
to see if any other criteria can be gained to judge personnel pro-
grams . The investigator can examine schedule performance to.
ascertain whether or not there was improvement in meeting schedules
and getting work out on time. Likewise, he can examine actual
cost records to see if economies were being consolidated.
e. Lost time sickness records . Lost time sickness records
provide another valuable factual basis for evaluating personnel
activities. Such records are common to most firms and are readily
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adaptable to analysis of this nature. Better health and less
"soldiering" are tangible evidences of certain phases of personnel
programs. Especially are they indicative of the success of
medical and health features , One textile manufacturer stated this
idea as follows; "Jfedical supervision pays for itself by the part
it plays in proper placement initially and by reducing absenteeism
for minor injuries and ailments through professional treatment
of the afflicted By using sickness and health records of
employees, the management research investigator can generally
determine the exact results of health and medical features of a
personnel program.
f. Accident rate . Another technique or method of
investigation at the disposal of the management research investi-
gator in evaluating personnel activities is an examination of the
accident rate of a firm to determine if results justify a general
personnel program or a specific safety education feature of a plan.
There are two factors which should be taken into consideration in
this connection. In the first place, the number or frequency of
accidents should be determined, and, secondly, the severity of
accidents should be considered.
Plant records normally provide this informtion
in a quickly accessible and usable form. An example of the results
to be obtained from an investigation of this nature is contained
in the appraisal of personnel activities at the Cheney Brothers
plant. In this instance, the accident frequency rate was reduced
from an index of 12.2 accidents per one million man hours to 7.1
( 1 ) National Industrial Conference Board. "Industrial Relations
Policies and Programs, pp. 94.
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accidents . During the same four-year period used to compute
the foregoing, compensation paid out for accidents declined
from 013,000 to $3,300.^^^ In another instance, the president
of a firm reported that a substantial accident reduction was due
in a great measure to an admirably administered safety program
which was a part of that firm’s general personnel set-up.
g. Advances on wages and attachments . The financial
position of employees is an important factor to consider when
gauging the all-round effectiveness of a personnel program or
a specific featux'e having to do with employee thrift or savings.
One of the best indications of this general condition can be
obtained by an examination of advances on employees’ wages, or of
wage attachments. If the thrift featiire of a personnel program
is successful, such examination should show a steady decline of
these two factors over a period of years. Likewise, a manage-
ment research investigator can use other procedures in achieving
a tangible evaluation of this particular feature. Such factors
as home ownership, savings accoimts, insurance, participation
in annuity plans and Christmas Clubs can all be measured and
offered as tangible evidences when appraising or evaluating per-
sonnel activities,
h, Emplcyee support of activities . Perhaps no better
indication of the worth of personnel activities can be gained
than by actually measxiring employee participation in the various
features ani activities which make up the personnel program.
National Industrial Conference Board. Industrial Relations
Activities at Cheney Brothers, pp. 27.
(2) Industrial Relations; Policies and Programs, pp. 93.
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For example, a management research investigator can actually
count the number of persons using the plant lunchroom or club-
room. A falling off of attendance, of course, is prima facie
evidence that the value of these features has diminished or that
their operation needs improvement. Participation in other
activities can likewise be measured. Attendance at social
gatherings and classes, participation in savings and insurance
plans, patronage of company stores, and attendance at annual
picnics can be used effectively as a basis for evaluating personnel
programs
.
One writer says that so long as specific features are
purely voluntary, general participation seems to indicate that
they are meeting a need.^^^
i. Labor difficulties and grievances . Still another
definite measure of the general over-all effect of personnel
activities is the record of the company regarding labor differences
and grievances. An effective personnel program usually results
in contented employees . Many instances of success in fighting
strikes can be definitely traced to effective personnel policies.
As a result, the management research investigator has in the labor
record of a firm an excellent criteria to be used in judging the
success of personnel programs. In this connection it is well to
examine and include all labor grievances regardless of whether or
not an open break resulted. Friction in departments not great
enough to result in an open break, has nevertheless the same effect
as far as employee attitudes and output are concerned.
(^) Ibid
. , pp, 94.
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j . The rate of production . There is a danger, of
course, in using changes in output as an index of personnel
policy effectiveness, when such change is probably due to nany
other important factors
. But it has been demonstrated that
employers actually consider increased production to be largely
a result of effective industrial relations activities
Various specific tendencies of personnel activities naturally
affect this factor of increased output, but probably the great-
est advantage of effective personnel programs that result in
increased output is the spirit of co-operation betv/een employer
and employee thus engendered
.
2. Intangible Lfeasures ^ Effectiveness .
In addition to concrete and tangible factors form-
ing a technique of management research in personnel programs,
there are a number of intangible factors which must be judged
and evaluated as well. Keeping in mind that the status of a
personnel program cannot be evaluated entirely on the basis of
facts tending to measui'e results, it is important that the manage-
ment research investigator be prepared to accurately evaluate
intangible factors that contribute to the general determination
of all-round effectiveness of a personnel program. Therefore,
in the folloxving paragraphs definite techniques and procedures
are suggested for collecting and analyzing factual information
on three principal intangible factors that carry a great deal of
weight in the appraisal of personnel programs
.
Ibid
. , pp. 38.
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.
a. Morale of Yforkers
. Perhaps more important than
any other intangible factor determining the worth of a personnel
program is the effect of the various activities on the general
morale of the workers. Of course, this factor is a by-product
of tangible evidences of success already discussed
. Never-
theless, it is sometimes important and necessary tiiat such in-
formation be determined directly. The method used to obtain
this information generally takes the form of a systematic study
of employee attitudes . An admirable discussion of attitude
measurement techniques v;as recently given by Dr. A. W. Kor-
(2)hauser.' ' Summarized, his proposals are as follows:
1. The "Impressionistic” Method
. It arrives
at its interpretations on the basis of a thousand incidental
observations of what men say, how they say it, what they do
not say, how they look, how they work, and hov7 they play.
Subjective and inforrial. The method is not "scientific."
2. The Unguided Inteiryiew . Used extensively
by psychoanalysts . The interviewer asks no questions and
does no guiding beyond encouraging the employee to continue
with whatever is on his mind.
3. The Guided Interview. All degrees of guid-
ance are possible. Full notes are kept of all questions
asked. Kimberly-Clark Corporation compiled a list of fifty
questions to serve as aids or reminders to the interviewer
of what to look for. Further references: "Houser’s in-
vestigation in Publicity Utility Companies," and B. G. Moore’s
(1) Cf., pp, 75 ff.
(2) Kornhauser, A. W., "The Technique of Measuring Employee
Attitudes" Personnel, tay, 1933. pp. 99-110.
t
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study of a group of textile workers toward an employment guarantee
plan.
4. Question Blanks
. Usually simple questions which,
can be answered yes or no. The questionnaires are given to
groups of workers, with oral explanations, and are answered and
returned at the time. Example; A list of job characteristics
which the employee indicates his likes or dislikes for. Work of
J, David Houser and his associates.
5 . Scales for the Measuring of Particular Attitudes
.
A scale is constructed for attitudes toward one specified object
— say, attitude toward the job. The scale consists of a number
of statements of opinion — twenty or thirty — extremely favor-
able to the opposite. In measuring attitudes a person is merely
asked to check the statements with which he agrees . From these
responses a rating or score is readily computed which shows how
fully the person stands for or against the matter in question.
Separate scales are required for each attitude and this makes
the system expensive.
An outstanding example of a definite, organized pro-
gram of determining employee attitudes is found in the investigation
recently conducted by the Western Electric Company in its Hawthorne
Works. (l)
(^) See Roethlisberger, F. J., and Dickson, W, J., Management and
the Worker
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b. Attitude of Comnunj-ty . A second Important in-
tangible factor that must be measured is the attitude of the
community in v/hich the plant is located. Vdiat do the citizens
of the village, town or city think of the firm? Of course,
such attitudes are often determined by other matters than per-
sonnel programs, but the fact remains that word of a satisfied
and contented working force — largely the result of far-sighted
personnel programs — travels fast and far, and as a result pro-
vides a measurement of effectiveness of these activities
,
An excellent description of a technique of measuring
community and customer attitudes was recently described by IJr.
R. S. Soule, Personnel Director of a large utility company, before
an American l&inagement Association Conference on Personnel and
Industrial Relations ,(l) In his talk Ivir. Soule recoiunended that
a firm desirous of making such a suinrey employ an outside agency.
He suggested v\(ritten, telephone, and personal contacts, prefer-
ably by women investigators . The questions asked should be
general and should deal only with the personal attitude of the
person being contacted,
c. Reputation of Firm . Tne management research in-
vestigator can approximate the firm*s general reputation in the
industry as another technique or procedure to be used in evaluating
effectiveness of general personnel activities. Information on
this point cannot be gathered by any formal process, but can only
come by means of indirect contact with salesmen and other persons
attached to neighboring firms. Likewise, meetings of professional.
See Soule, R. S., "^Aliat Special Provisions Jkist be l&de to
Insure Accuracy During the Data-Gathering and Analyzing
Processes." Personnel, August, 1935. pp. 146-149.
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trade, or industrial bodies bring individuals from many houses
to one place, and usually some idea of the reputation of a
particular firm can be obtained throu^ informal discussions
and conversations which take place at such gatherings . In any
event, a firm’s reputation in business circles, especially re-
garding treatment of employees, is an important factor to take
into consideration when judging the effectiveness of a personnel
program.
A final word of warning to the management research
investigator regarding the use of facts in evaluating personnel
programs is in order at this point. Facts in themselves, no
matter how carefully collected and analyzed, will seldom convince
an executive that what they purport to shov; is true . Indeed,
the presentation of available facts dealing with the measurement
of the effectiveness of persorjiel policies requires a technique
all in itself. The proper approach has been very well stated
by the Personnel Director of the Kroger Grocery and Baking
Company. He says in part; "The presentation of facts regarding
Personnel Policies requires salesmanship of the most difficult
kind, because it involves selling ideas; selling ideas, which
in most instances run counter to tradition, established practices,
and current thinking ^ ^
^
(^) Itooney, Paul. "How Should Facts Regarding Personnel Policies
be Presented to Executives to Aid in Reaching Decisions,"
Personnel, August, 1935. pp, 141.
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Section VI
EVALUATING EFFECTIVENESS OT TRAINING PROGRAIiS
Industry has for many years recognized the importance of
organized employee training. Training programs have long played an
important part in the development of an effective working force.
From an historical viev/point, training programs point back to the
time of the Guilds and the relationship of the master craftsman
and apprentice. Y^ith the coming of the Industrial Revolution
and the introduction of the factory system, the relationship of the
master and the worker changed considerably. This brought a number
of new developments and new concepts into the field of employee
training. Corporation schools sprang up all over the country, to
be follov/ed by the expansion of public school training for industry
and, finally, by the recognition that training was the responsibility
of the individual enterprise to be supplemented by outside agencies
when conditions permit.
In recent years other developments have taken place. These
have been summarized as follov/s by Messrs. Scott, Clothier, and
ilathewson.^^^
1. Methods of Instruction Have Been Vitalized . A new im-
portance has been given to training procedures and to demonstrated
educational principles in the acttial task of instruction.
2 , Separate Training Departments Have Been Organized Es-
pecially in enterprises dealing directly with the public. Although
(1) From Donald, W. J., "Origin of Training," Handbook of Business
Administration
, pp . 1242
.
(2) Scott, yi
,
D., Clothier, R, C., liathewson, S, B., Personnel
Management, pp. 26.
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training is still considered part and parcel of general industrial
relations programs, it differs sufficiently from normal personnel
activities as to require the services of a decentralized department.
3 . Advanced Training Coiu’ses Have Been Made Available .
No longer is management satisfied only with training for a particular
job. The development of future executives is becoming an important
policy of many firms, all of which requires training programs of an
advanced nature.
4 . Management No Longer Insists Upon a Close Cause and
Effect Relationship between a worker's training and the job which
he is fulfilling. In fact, more and more attention is being paid
to training in subjects and fields not directly related to the task
of the worker. Especially is this true of workers’ education in gen-
eral economic principles designed to create straight thinking in
economic and governmental matters.
BIPORTANCE OF EFFECTIVE EMPLOYEE TRAINING PROGRAMS .
Effective employee training programs are important for
many reasons. Fimdamentally, of course, there is the problem of
individual differences in capacities and interests. Furthermore,
individuals themselves are always changing as are the jobs and duties
of these workers. This fimdamental problem has been stated as
follows
:
"Every worker presents to management an individual per-
sonnel problem because workers in shop or office differ in the things
they are fitted to do and are capable of doing. Furthermore, they
differ in their interests, aims, hopes and fears. The necessity for
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recognizing these important differences leads naturally and
inevitably to a careful consideration of education and training
as a balance-wheel in helping to bring about more harmonious
adjustments between the individual worker and his work and to
increase the effectiveness of the worker
-in-his -work unit."(^)
More recently an added importance has been given to
employee training, especially apprentice training. Industry today
/p
is faced with a labor shortage of skilled workers in many trades.'
Though there is a general over-supply of labor, there is an actual
shortage of workers who are skilled in many particular lines,
especially machine tool workers, machinists, and pattern makers.
Yforkers who had experience in these lines have in the past few
years either made new connections or have outlived their usefulness.
Young people who would normally take the place of these skilled
workers have been unable to find opportunities for work and con-
sequently have had no systematic training for any skilled trade
or line of activity. Furthermore, many of them have despaired of
present conditions and have lapsed into that state of instability
vihich is the result of enforced idleness and uncertainty of purpose.
Eventually, industry must face the fact that before many
years these same young men must fill the skilled jobs nov; being held
by their elders. This demands a continuous effort of replenishing
older workers long active in their trades with young men Vi/ho must
be trained for their new place in the industrial world.
^^^Scott, W. D. et al., _op. cjt
.
,
pp. 331
(2 )Dutton, H. P., ’’Employee Training," Factory Iifenagement and
Maintenance, February, 1936, pp. S-182.
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The present large size of individual industrial enter-
prises is another factor contributing to the importance of training
programs. Obviously, large plants require more supervision and
more workers than small plants. Training problems are naturally
affected. Furthermore, specific enterprises have individualities
of their own. It has become exceedingly difficult to draw on the
general labor reservoir for individuals who will quickly adjust
themselves to the operating practices of a particular firm. Un-
employment has taken its toll on morale and ability to readjust
working methods. As a result, each firm is compelled to take on
the added responsibility of training new men.
Another recent development that contributes to the im-
portance of training programs is the continued rapid mechanization
of industry. Labor-saving machinery is being used more and more.
The recent Machine Tool Builders Convention in Cleveland demonstrated
this point beyond doubt. Due principally to a continued high level
of labor wages together with an ab\mdance of cheap capital, this in-
creased mechanization has brought new training responsibilities not
only as regards new men but to older employees as well.
Another very definite consideration that adds to the in-
creased importance of present-day need for employee training was
recently advanced by H. P. Dutton, who brought out the point that
industry must take some share in building up the morale of the work-
ing class recently shattered by prolonged unemployment.' ' Pointing
(l) For a description of this Convention, termed the ’’greatest indus-
trial exhibition ever held in ihe world,” see Steel, September
23, 1935, pp. 27 f.
Dutton, H, P., ’’Employee Training,” o£. cit
., pp. S-183.
\
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to a definite relationship between skill and morale, I'lr, Dutton
went on to say that organized training, because it recreates skill
and pride of workmanship, can accomplish much in the direction of
building up once again the important factors of confidence and
security in the lives of many men.
Aside from these general observations regarding the in-
creased importance of effective training in industry, there are more
specific evidences of this trend that can be cited in concrete terms
as regards their effect on individual enterprises. These have been
grouped under four headings as follows:
1. Increased Cost of Training Programs
«
It goes without saying that training costs have
greatly increased in recent years. Not only has the mechanical de-
velopment of industry resulted in a greater need for training of a
definite natvire, but separate training organizations and a continued
need of steady production have all combined to raise over-all expenses
of training employees. The increasing need of training new people
generally of an unsatisfactory backgrovmd has served to increase the
complexity of training procedures and thus to increase training costs.
Moreover, the recent trend in the expansion of training programs to in-
clude education on higher or unrelated subject fields adds still fur-
ther to the expense. Thus it is that the very cost of training em-
ployees is a factor requiring in itself need for effective and well-
directed programs.
Actual costs of employee training vary, of course, with
the nature of the job for which the training is being done. Estimates
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are available, hov/ever, of the expense of training for specific
jobs in particular plants, Messrs. Baridon and Loomis, of the
YJ’estern Electric Company, cite an example of the cost of training
one employee for a simple piece~v/ork machine operation. Even
after deducting the value of the final product from total cost,
they arrive at a training expenditure of $133,65 that vfas incurred
before the nevv operator began to earn what he was paid.^^^
In connection with evaluating training programs, the
management research investigator will necessarily be required to
determine actual training costs for specific jobs. The tecbjiique
of this particular computation has been suggested by Messrs. Baridon
and Loomis, who list the essential steps in estimating training
( 2 )
costs as follows ; *
”a. An analysis of the output records.
b. A comparison of this production with that
of experienced operators, to determine the
point at which the employee begins to earn
what he is paid.
c . A proportionate share of the instruction
and extra supervisory cost, extra overhead,
extra breakage or spoilage."
2 . Cost ^f Labor Turnover
.
Another important factor that emphasizes the fact
that training programs must be effective is the actual cost of labor
turnover. Effective training programs reduce labor turnover and in
so doing result in definite savings. Turnover is costly and a train-
ing program to be effective must provide every means of reducing
this cost. These costs, of course, vary considerably in different
(1) Baridon, F. E., Loomis, E, H,, Personnel Problems , pp, 167,
(2) Ibid., pp, 166.
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plants, depending upon tho difficulty of replacing a particular
worker. The U, S, Bureau of Labor Statistics several years ago
presented labor turnover costs varying from $11,50 for each tan-
skilled worker to an average of $85 for semi-skilled piece vforkers. ( 1 )
Messrs. Baridon and Loomis cite an example where the estimated cost
of labor turnover for the hourly rated employees of a single plant
of a boiler manufacturing company amounts to $95.47 per employee.
The same authors present a method of determining complete cost of
turnover, listing as factors composing turnover costs the follow-
ing items : ' ^
*’a. Cost of hiring per new employee.
b. Cost of training per nev: employee.
c. Cost of xmderproduction oer nevj- employee.
d. Extra operating losses per nevr employee.
e. Cost of materials spoiled per new employee.
f. Cost of excessive accidents per nev; employee.
g. Cost of idle machinery and equipment per n&fr
employee
.
h. Cost of using machinery and equipment at reduced
efficiency per new employee.
i. Cost of business losses due to mistakes of in-
experienced employees.*'
3 . The Increased Value of Tools and Machinery Used by
Employees
.
A third importajit factor having to do with the recent
added emphasis on effectiveness of training programs is the increased
value of tools and equipment used by employees. Because of the in-
creased mechanization of industry, equipment inventory per worker
has steadily increased. Obviously, greater demands are made on
( 1 ) Alexander, M. W., "Cost of Labor Turnover,"
Labor Statistics Bulletin, No. 227, pp. 13.
U.S. Bxareau of
(2) Baridon, F. E., Loomis, E. H., op. cit ., pp. 417.
(3) Ibid., pp. 423,
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training programs when each employee is trusted with the care and
operation of equipment valued at a substantial amoimt. In order
to protect this investment the training program must be of the
right sort. Any old kind of instruction is not enough. Rather
must it be definitely designed for the needs of the particular
task and be under some sort of specific control.
and Their Development .
The importance of foremen and other supervisors as
links bety/een management and workers is being recognized to a
greater degree. Consequently, the development of key men is tak-
ing a larger place in general training programs. Because of the
absolute necessity of training foremen for proper interpretation
of company ideas and policies, greater and greater are becoming
the demands on training programs of this sort. To secure the Virhole
worth of a company’s v/orking force at all times, it is essential
that foremen maintain the proper balance betv/-een the workers and
management. The worker on the job looks to the foreman as ’manage-
ment personified’ and a worker’s mental attitude toward his job
is largely determined by the attitude of the foreman. Moreover,
the foreman contributes largely to a worker’s effectiveness and
thus to cost and production. Because of this added importance,
training programs in plants, especially those programs relating to
foreman training, have taken on a new significance and importance,
H'^ORTARCE OF MARAGE^ffiMT RESEARCH TO TRADJIHG PROGRAIvIS .
Before taking up the technique of determining training
needs and the methods of evaluating the effectiveness of training
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.
programs, mention should be made of the reasons v:hy management
should want to measvire or evaluate such needs and programs . Some
of the reasons have been mentioned above but, more specifically,
periodic evalmtion of training programs is valuable because of
the use to which management can put the results of such investiga-
tions, In brief, the net results of such studies evaluating train-
ing needs and the effectiveness of training programs can be stated
essentially as follows:
1, Determining Attainment of Objectives ,
Obviously, the first use to which such an evalua-
tion can be put is to measure the actual attainment of the objec-
tives ^et up for the training program. This information is not
only valuable in itself, in that it provides management with tangi-
ble results, but it aids in securing the co-operative support of.
foremen and workers. If these groups can see definite results of
training programs put dovira. in black and white, there is no doubt
but that the training program will receive more hearty co-operation
from them.
2 . Improving Training Methods .
A second Important product of a research program
designed to evaluate training programs is the aid which such eval-
uation gives to a refinement or improvement of training programs
and procedures. If results are not what should be expected, im-
provements are instituted where necessary and the entire program
placed on a higher level.

3 . Controlling Training Programs
.
Periodic evaluation of training programs has a
definite value in that it provides, f\irt}iennore, a basis of control
of such activities. If results can be measured both quantitatively
and qualitatively in frequent intervals, management is provided
with a definite control tool that in itself aids in the attainment
of training objectives.
Justifying Training Cost s
.
In this day, when costs of all kinds are subject
to the closest scrutiny, unsound economies in training programs
sometimes prove costly in the long r\m. If specific and tangible
evidences of the worth of training programs are available, it is
often easy to prove the economic value of training activities and
thus justify expense of this type. Likev/ise, an evaluation will
reveal unnecessary training vihich might be omitted or improved —
training that does not pay for itself. Only by a specific study
designed to determine training effectiveness can an accurate
measurement of these factors be gained,
THE TECHNIQUE OF DETEmillNIMG TRAINING NEEDS .
The first essential of the technique of evaluating the
effectiveness of training programs is to know the specific objec-
tives of the training course. In other words, the management
research investigator must first of all answer the question: *’\''/hat
should the employee get out of the training program?” Putting this
thought in a different way—before the attainment of the training
I1
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objectives can be meastired, the objective itself must first be
determined. Naturally, there would be no basis for evaluation
or measurement unless the goal or the standard was carefully
defined.
As a result, before specific techniques of determining
objective measurements of training results can be discussed, it
is necessary to state a procedure or method of setting up train-
ing objectives. This involves the question of determining train-
ing needs. By this means it is possible to determine specifically
what each employee should obtain from his training course and to
set up specific objectives of the training program.
The procedure to be used in determining training objec-
tives vn.ll necessarily differ among industries and among specific
departments of individual enterprises. In general, however, it
is necessary to make some sort of a survey designed to determine
particular training needs of an establisliment , Mr. P, E. Vifakefield
has suggested the follov/ing steps to be followed in making such a
survey.
”1. Determine classified occupations in the company’s
organization.
2. Determine the number of men employed in these
occupations
.
3. Determine what the duties of these occupations are.
4. Determine what special knowledge or training is
required for each of these occupations.'*
Given information from a survey along the above lines, Mr.
Wakefield goes on to say that management can then determine specific
objectives and arrange effective training programs for particular
groups
.
(l) V^akefield, P.E., from Proceedings of Annual Conference
,
Pennsylvania State Department of Labor and Industry, 1921, pp. 136.
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Another effective procedure of accomplishing this result
has been stated by Mr. J. H, Greene. He outlines the technique
of obtaining data from foin* principal sotirces of information which
bear on this problem. Summarized, his suggested survey technique
for determining objectives is as follows;
1 . Determine Meeds from Records of Employment Office .
A careful examination of employment office records
will reveal at least tv^o items of information v/hich v/ill aid in de-
termining training needs. First, these records should indicate which
jobs are most difficult to fill for lack of trained employees. This
fact gives a definite direction to the problem of determining v/here
training is necessary and the proper objectives of such training.
Second, these records should reveal v/hat jobs are most frequently
vacated, either because of dissatisfaction on the part of the worker
himself or on the part of the foreman or immediate supervisor. Here
again is another definite indication of a need for training, suggest-
ing at the same time the objectives which specific training on those
jobs should achieve.
The management research investigator can carry this line
of action still further by visiting the departments Virhere the em-
ployment records indicate lack of proper training, determining for
himself what training is being given and v/hether or not proper ob-
jectives have been set up.
2 . Conferenc eswith Executives or Foremen .
A second method of determining training needs and
(l) Greene, J. H,, Organized Training in Busines s, pp. 53ff.
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objectiTes as set dovm by }ir, Greene is to obtain from infomal
conversations with executives and supervisors knovm to be inter-
ested in workers and their problems information as to what they
believe to be the principal weaknesses and shortcomings as regards
the proper training of particular v/orkers . The management research
investigator can generally obtain from these sources a fairly com-
plete and authoritative concept of what should be the specific
training objectives for a particular department or job.
3. Inforrml Talks with Yforkers .
The management research investigator can sometimes
be aided in his evaluation of training objectives by getting the
workers themselves to present their ideas of training objectives
of specific jobs. If this can be done tactfully and in a matter-
of-fact manner, it will generally provide a viewpoint toward train-
ing objectives that would otherwise be lacking.
4. Testing Service or Production .
A final method of determining training objectives
as stated by IVIr. Greene is to determine from actual records of plant
operation the departments and jobs that indicate a need of better
training. Though the specific method of going about the collection
of this information will be discussed more fully in a subsequent
section of this paper, the information provided is an important
aid in the determination of training objectives of a particular in-
dusti*y or plant.
THE TECHNIQUE OT EVALUATING EFFECTIVENESS OF ELIPLQYEL TRAINING PRO-
GRAMS
.
Assuming now that definite and specific training objectives
(1) Cf. pp. 102
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.
have been determined, the next step is to describe the techniques
and procedures that can be utilized in actually measuring the ef-
fectiveness of training programs in terms of attainment of their
objectives. This naturally presents many different problems, but
the task of evaluating training programs is by no means an impos-
sible one. Though such statements as "Human beings are complex
affairs,"
^
^or "Building men cannot be measured as can building
( 2 )
machines or garments or furniture" ' might be made in opposition
to a program designed to evaluate training results, nevertheless,
there do exist certain measvirements which can be adopted and which
generally give satisfactory although sometimes crude measurements
of effectiveness.
Investigation of this type is designed primarily to
answbr the question: "Does the training program provide the neces-
sary training as required by the training objective?" But first,
an important point must be mentioned which the management research
investigator might encounter in this connection. Careful thought
must be given to the selection and collection of data that will
provide necessar3>- information in order that the actual cost of
making the study v/ill not exceed the cost of the training itself.
Existing data should be utilized as far as possible so that addi-
tional expense is kept at a minimum.
The particular approach to an evaluation of a training
program is necessarily affected by the size and character of the
(1) Greene, J, H,,o£. cit
., pp, 259,
(2) Ibid., pp. 259.
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business. For example, new employee training in plants such as
the American Rolling Mill Company or the Republic Steel Corpora-
tion raises special problems not only because of the character of
the work involved but because of the multitude of specific tasks
or occupational levels which are embraced by the companies ’ ac-
( 1 )
tivities. In such instances, it is usxially impossible to
evaluate general over-all training policies directly, thus making
it necessary for the management research investigator to limit
his approach to include only training activities of a specific
department or occupational level at any one time* By treating
each particular problem separately, he is finally able to come
to some conclusion as to all-rovind training effectiveness. In
any event, the specific techniques that are stated below are just
as effective in measuring training effectiveness of particular
departments or occuptions in large concerns as they are in eval-
uating over-all effectiveness of training in smaller or more homo-
geneous enterprises.
V/ith these points in mind, the management research in-
vestigator can noyr turn to the actual problem of evaluating the
effectiveness of training programs. Specific procedures vrill be
discussed belov/ under two principal headings.
1 . Tangible Evaluation of Effectiveness of Training Pro-
grams .
Here the task of the management research investigator
is to provide objective measurements of training results. Such
(l) Balderston, C, C., Executive Guidance of Industrial Relations
pp. 18.
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criteria are most effective in evaluating training programs, but,
as one authority points out, too much stress should not be laid
on these objective measurements. This authority says, "I would
rather have a qualitative evaluation of a training program than
to attempt to set up laboriously and at considerable expense
some quantitative measurements
Thus the management research investigator is faced
with the necessity of determining, inexpensively and largely from
existing records, such objective measurements that are pertinent
to the situation.
Messrs. Charters and Whitley have outlined two gen-
( 2 )
eral procedures to follow in utilizing these measurements.
First, ”Before-and-after measurements," which, as the phrase
indicates, simply implies comparison of achievement after train-
ing vrith achievement as recorded before training. Second, the
"Control-Group" plan. This method is generally not applicable
to present-day operating demands and as suchhas little value for
the management research investigator. In brief, this plan of
measurement consists of using t^vo groups, supposedly identical,
of which the first group is not trained for the work to be per-
formed, but the other group is given the training. Theoretically
the idea is that the effectiveness of the training program can be
evaluated by comparing the results of the two groups. Obviously
this is an impractical method of measurement.
(1) Greene, J.H., "How Can the Effectiveness of Training Programs
be Evaluated," Personnel
,
August 1935, pp. 134.
(2) Charters, If.Y!,, T/hitley, R.C., "Methods of Measuring Personnel
Effort." Bulletin of American Management Association, 1924.
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To these methods of measurement, as stated hy Messrs.
Charters and V/hitley, there can be added another method which
for practical purposes is generally sufficient. This is termed
the ”trend ” method. The procedure is simply to ascertain trends
of specific objective measurements in order to determine in what
direction major movements are taking place and the probable ef-
fect of training or lack of training on these movements.
In general, tangible evidences of the effectiveness
of training programs include the following factors:
a. Output . The effect of training upon output
can be easily determined by inspection of individual and depart-
mental records of production. If output of newcomers is increased,
as measured especially by comparison of actual to standard rate,
the management research investigator has a valuable measurement
of general effectiveness of training for the job. Likev\rise, in
other lines of business such as retailing, where training is es-
pecially important, sales or selling costs can be examined to see
whether or not the training program was achieving its objectives.
An interesting although somewhat \musual example of training re-
sults once occurred in a Philadelphia department store, v/here a
manufacturer sent a single sales instructor to train a group of
sales people in the selling procedures effective in presenting
a particular garment. The results are shown in the table below.
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The Effect of One Training Talk
to B, F. Dewees Company'- Sales Women
by Vanity Fair Silk Mills Representative
No . of Garments
Date Sold
Jvtne 5 84
Jxme 6 150
Jime 7 194
J\me 9 (tho morning the instructor
gave the talk) 355
June 10 383
June 11 384
J\me 12 247
Jvme 13)
Jvine 14) 610
June 15 355
This certainly is an example of effective training for that
particular situation,
b. Spoiled Work and Errors . The effect of training
of new employees upon quality of work can usually be judged from
waste and spoilage records. If such errors tend to exceed stand-
ard for a longer period than necessary, a good indication is pro-
vided of the need of more effective training, especially if fvir-
ther investigation indicates that increased spoilage percentage
is not due entirely to faulty materials or machines.
c. Service Complaints . A record of service complaints
provides a very good indication of training effectiveness. This
factor need not alvrays depend, though, on complaints which have
been voluntarily registered. As pointed out previously, in con-
( 2 '
nection with personnel procedures,' 'large companies dealing
directly vfith the public often conduct specific surveys among
(1) Reported in Greene, J. H., Organized Training in Business
, pp. 270.
(2) Cf., pp. 84,
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their customers for the purpose, among others, of evaluating
the effectiveness of their training programs .
d. Promotions . A fo\n*th technique utilizing objec-
tive measurements of training effectiveness is the examination
of promotion records of various individuals to determine, if
possible, something of the worth of the training fovindation
which contributes subsequently to advancement. Often in com-
paring promotional records of different departments, various
training programs and procedures can be compared and evaluated.
e. Labor Turnover . The effect of training on labor
turnover is obviously important and provides an excellent
measurement for evaluating general effectiveness of training
programs. This factor should not only be considered for the
plant as a whole, but also for specific departments and jobs
within the plant. As pointed out previously, ^dissatisfaction
or incompetence resulting in increased labor turnover is often
due to improper training methods. Accordingly, a detailed study
of labor turnover should provide much valuable information in
evaluating the effectiveness of training programs.
f . Length of the Training Period . Obviously, the ef-
fectiveness of training in shortening the period for learning the
job is an important factor in itself in evaluating the worth of
a particular training procedure. If a record of the learning
period shows a continual reduction in time required for training
(l) Cf
., pp. 91.

and if other factors such as rate of output and spoiled work do
not offset these gains, the training program as constituted can
be considered to be generally effective. If not, and methods
and materials have not greatly changed, the reverse, of course,
is true.
2. Measuring Intangible Evidences of Effectiveness of
Obviously, it is not always possible to utilize
objective measurements along the lines suggested above. F\n:ther-
more, the cost of such investigation might be out of line Virith
any advantages that might be gained from such a study. Accord-
ingly, intangible evidences of the effectiveness of training pro-
grams — factors which cannot be definitely measured — are im-
portant to the technique of research of this character. Not only
is an evaluation of this type often useful as a substitute for
tangible measurements, but it is valuable also as a supplementary
phase of an objective study. Subjective measurements, while
probably not as valid from a scientific basis as objective
measurements, are useful in the final determination of the effec-
tiveness of a training program. From the standpoint of research
teclmique, such intangible evidences that are useful to the man-
agement research investigator are presented below under three
headings
:
a. Esprit d’ Corps . A co-operative and single-
piurposed attitude of a group of employees taken as a v/hole con-
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stitutes an important attainment of an effective training program.
Usually the ’’esprit d’ corps” of an employee group can be judged
fairly accurately; lack of this spirit is also usually evident.
Thus the management research investigator, either through his own
relations with employees or through conversation with outsiders
and executives, can determine to some extent the value of training
procedures, as such procedures contribute to ’’esprit d’ corps”.
One store executive has said: ”I do not need concrete evidence
of the effectiveness of training. If I walk around in the store
and see that there is an atmosphere of interest, I know that
things are going satisfactorily v;ith the training department
b. Attitude of Individual Yiforkers and Supervisors . It
is often possible to employ a second means of determining intangi-
ble evidences of effectiveness of training programs. If it has
been known that a particular supervisor or worker vras previously
antagonistic to a training program or procedure, his subsequent
reaction, either to the same procedure or to an altered program,
constitutes an important means of determining himian or intangible
measures of effectiveness. Tho technique of obtaining this in-
formation suggests itself, although this method, of course, can
be used only under conditions as stated above*
c . Attitude of Members of Training Group . The final
bit of information important to the management research investi-
gator in evaluating training programs consists of determining
(l) Reported in Greene, J.H., Organized Training in Business
pp. 259.
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reactions to the program of the members of the training group
themselves. The plan usually recommended is to ask members of
the training group for frank criticism of training effective-
ness as soon as the training has been completed. Not only
are valuable suggestions for the improvement of training pro-
cedure often obtained, but some indication is provided regard-
ing the effectiveness of the training program as constituted.
(l) Ibid., pp. 272.

PART III
CONCLUSIONS
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CONCLUSIONS
II.IPORTMCE OF INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES TO INDUSTRY
The foregoing examples of specific investigative tech-
niques applicable to general management situations are intended to
bring out possible applications of management research. From these
examples we can gain some idea of the importance of a knowledge
of investigative techniques in general management fields. There
is no reason why scientific methods of approach to non-technical
and non-mechanical management problems should not be developed
and utilized. Of course, fevr of these problems are as tangible
as those facing the engineer or chemist, yet the same basic methods
of investigation are as applicable in the one field as in the other.
The really competent executive today must have a knov^ledge
of management research methods not only to direct his ovm investi-
gations but to properly interpret and evaluate those of his asso-
ciates and subordinates. This statement can be justified on sev-
eral counts. First of all, experience lays down no pattern for
many situations requiring a plan or policy of procedure. There
was a day when management could do what their predecessors did and
expect reasonably, favorable results. But in today’s struggle for
business and constantly shifting conditions, such a policy would
not always work out. For example, what sort of wage payment plan
or training procedure is most desirable for a specific company or
department in these days of industrial \mrest and rapidly changing
technical conditions? How can management correctly judge these
tT/o factors alone, not referring for the moment to the manner with
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which other management problems are likewise eiffected. Thus
there arises the necessity of some techjiique of investigation
which will be useful under these conditions and others, to the
end that management will have a more scientific basis for de-
cision than past results which were often determined imder en-
tirely altered operating conditions.
This constructive use of management research suggests
another factor which illustrates the importance of general in-
vestigative techniques to industry, that is, the recognition
of the continued necessity of keeping executives posted on all
conditions relating to the business. By this we do not mean
merely the preparation of operating reports of one kind or
another, but rather a co-ordinated series of research studies
designed to evaluate, appraise and analyze the imderlying facts
of v;hich such operating reports are only statements of results
which appear on the surface. For example, waste percentage
records are valuable control records required in some form or
another by nearly all operating executives, but such records
themselves are of little value except as a day-to-day picture
of what is actually happening. On the other hand, data of this
nature interpreted by the management research investigator in
teniis of organization policies, training procedures, working con-
ditions, or personnel activities will give the executive an in-
sight into the story behind waste percentage and thus contribute
not only to the executive’s knowledge of fundamental conditions
affecting his business, but also to his ability to better cope
v^ith the problem.
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still another reason for the importance of management
research techniques in industry is the necessity of a continual
"reopening of the question," as some one has put it. This simply
is another way of saying that no management situation today can
be left to find its own destiny. Conditions change overnight —
leaks develop rapidly. Nothing can be left for granted. A par-
ticular problem believed solved one day will return the next with
double force. A newly installed wage plan might be satisfactory
at first, but suddenly develop into a festering sore spot. Ac-
cordingly, there exists a definite need in nearly every organi-
zation for some kind of a continual evaluation of basic manage-
ment situations, A knowledge of management research techniques
along the lines that have been suggested in this paper probably
pays for itself in this respect alone.
There is still another fimdamental value of management
research techniques that has been suggested in the foregoing
pages . This lies in the fact that the experimental attitude
thus fostered has its effect on all other aspects of the business.
There is inculcated in the operating organization a general pat-
tern of thought which tends to reject vmfounded opinion and biased
impressions in favor of an impulse to get at the facts of the case
and determine why things act as they do. Both the power of
scientific methods of investigation and the ability to handle
statistical evidence contribute to a more rational basis for
judgment, and thus to improved managerial ability.

VALUE OF ACADEf^IC TRAINING IN MANAGEfJENT RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
.
This leads us to a consideration of the value of acadenic
training in management research techniques. Development along
these lines is not usually a matter of experience or practice.
Instead, according to H, S, Dennison and J, H. Willetts, ^^^it re-
quires intellectual training as contrasted with mechanical skill.
Progress in the use of management research techniques is not so
much a matter of mere knowledge of facts as it is an understand-
ing of scientific methods of investigation and open and inquiring
viewpoints. Training along these lines, accordingly, calls for
changes in present-day instructional curricula which at the pres-
ent time usually emphasizes the acquisition of specific knowledge
rather than the acquisition of a technique of deterraining and
evaluating such knowledge.
It can be truthfully stated that academic instruction
dealing with general management practices offers little practical
or vocational value to most students. In the words of Mr, Donald,
"The amoimt of information about management which college students
will obtain in a two, three, or four year co\u*se is relatively un-
important compared with what will be acquired in the first fevr
years of business life. Its value is ephemeral, for the methods
of management are developing and changing so rapidly that yrhat
is knovai today has become obsolete in a siarprisingly short time.
Furthermore, the textbook and collateral reading material used
in class is too often already several years old. One need only
(l) Quoted by Donald, W,J, in "Management Research Methods and
Qualifications," Harvard Business Review
,
January, 1927,
pp. 151.
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recall the rapid development of budgeting methods or the radical
change in attitude toward methods of employee training to illus-
trate this point.”
To this statement can be added other factors which tend
to nullify the immediate or permanent value of didactic instruc-
tion in management practices. For example, different management
practices are encountered in different businesses and industrial
fields. No matter how thorough or up-to-date academic instruction
might be, it will never cover the ultimate interests and needs of
all the members of a particular group. By way of illustration,
methods of material control vary widely as betv/een a large textile
mill on the one hand and a small machine shop on the other hand.
Since the same is true for every other element of present-day man-
agement instruction material, it is difficult to justify a factual
or vocational approach to academic instruction in management prac-
tices, Furthermore, a student almost always enters the employ of
a company in a subordinate position, acquiring the necessary
knowledge of management practices by actual experience regard-
less of what his academic training in management procedures might
have been.
On the other hand, directed training in investigative
techniques as applied to management practices provides a voca-
tional tool not only immediately useful upon entering a business
but adaptable to almost any kind of business or situation. An
(1) Ibid., pp. 152
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experimental point of view and a knowledge of research techniques
are a permanent acquisition and serve in many situations, A
student thus equipped is in a far better position to advance
than one acquainted only with a general and usually anti-dated
knowledge of management practices
.
A SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM .
If such is the case, v/hat sort of a specific educa-
tional program can achieve the desired results? How can intelli-
gent training in terms of a technique of investigation as applied
to general management situations be acquired? This problem, of
course, is a difficult one to approach because no conclusion can
be drawn regarding any educational program for academic training
in investigative techniques until the suggested plan is actually
put into operation and the results surveyed. But a fe\v basic
principles, stated below, readily suggest themselves.
In the first place, this training can be achieved
without a great deal of change in present-day cxarricula by stress-
ing in present courses the importance of a technique of getting
at the information required, rather than emphasizing the factual
information itself. Instead of striving for a knowledge of facts,
one should make such knowledge secondary to the actual process
of seeking out and verifying the facts. Such a point of view,
of covirse, is intangible and somewhat impractical as far as any
specific or directed effort to attain it is concerned. It is
something inherent in the teacher himself to be transmitted by

implication to the student. On the other hand, no matter how-
idealistic such a method of teaching might be, it is not something
to be ignored. Throughout any course, there are many opportvini-
ties -where knov/ledge can be subordinated to the idea of a search
for that knowledge. If practiced often enough, such a point of
view cannot but help to contribute to a greater emphasis on the
technique of getting at facts rather than on facts alone.
The second feature of this proposed educational pro-
gram designed for academic training in investigative techniques
consists of specific instruction in cer'bain tools and methods
required. Mathematics and statistics are, of course, the most
important tools of a management research investigator, and
courses in these two fields are offered in practically every col-
lege and university in the country. Training of this type is
fundamental to the work of the management research investigator
and deserves an important place in the determination of an edu-
cational program designed for training in investigative tech-
niques .
Accounting methods and procedures is another tool
valuable for training in management research techniques. Ade-
quate instruction in this field is also usually obtainable in
most schools and colleges, but it is necessary to emphasize that
the value of accounting instruction for this particular purpose
lies not in the bookkeeping techniques that are usually offered
but in the investigative point of view v/hich it should create
in the mind of the student.

After all, accounting procedure is a means or method
of breaking down a business into its profit and loss elements.
Accordingly, accounting instruction should be used for that pur-
pose. As Mr* Donald suggests: "Accoxmting should be taught uni-
versally, not as an equipment for keeping a set of books but as
a technique of management research.”
There is still another field of knowledge which should
have an important place in an academic program of this nature,
and that is the subject-matter generally knovm as management en-
gineering. A recent examination of management courses offered
in nearly one himdred universities and colleges in this country^^^
reveals a gradual grovrbh in the nuraber of management engineering
courses offered in these institutions. This development was
pioneered in the Industrial Management Department of Ivlassachusetts
Institute of Technology where a course of this nature has been of-
fered since about 1921.
The subject-matter of such a course is usually non-
mechanical in natvire.- It generally covers a wide range of man-
agement and production problems such as economic lot size deter-
mination, equipment economy, etc. Such a course, if designed to
take into consideration the relative inexperience, of the average
student in actual production problems, provides a point of view
and a grasp of investigative techniques that should prove valu-
able in future management work.
An educational program for training in research tech-
niques should offer in addition to an investigative point of view
(1) Ibid., pp. 152.
(2) Conducted by the vrriter in October, 1935.
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and specific instruction in definite tools, some sort of practical
training in the actual process of such investigations. This phase
of research instruction should consist of at least three factors,
as stated belcw.
First, the student should he acquainted v;-ith the prac-
tical aspects of business operation and some of the problems in-
volved in the day-to-day management of an enterprise. This famil-
iarity can usually be gained by means of a series of visits to
representative factories and business houses. Such visits should
not be mere sight-seeing tours but should provide, first, for a
tour of the layout, and second, for a discussion with an operat-
ing executive of particular phases of the business. Such visits,
of course, by no means take the place of actual experience on the
job, but nevertheless do aid a student in subsequent understand-
ing of particular aspects of his work.
In the second place, actual practice in scientific
methods of management research can be gained through laboratory
problems designed to approach actual operating conditions. Pro-
jects and cases can be developed for presentation to students
vrhich v/ill provide an admirable introduction to actual conditions
under Vfhich the student v/ill later work.
Then as a final step, an educational program should include
opportunity for actual field work and experience in management re-
search. It is entirely possible to work out co-operative arrange-
ments with factories and business houses whereby advanced students
can have an actual part in the investigation of specific mnagement
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problems. Mr. Donald says; ’’Faculty and students must have real
problems to investigate if the technique of investigation is to be
imparted so successfully that it becomes a permanent equipment of
the student . «(1)
VOCATIOMAL OPPORTUNITIES AMD REQUIREIvIEMTS IN THIS FIELD .
Vocational opportimities for the student so trained in
management research technique should usually be plentiful. However,
as in the case of nearly all specialized branches of business man-
agement, the beginner cannot enter this field directly, but gen-
erally must come up through the organization, A mail v^ell trained
in the technique of management investigation, though, would prob-
ably soon come to the attention of the operating executives . In
fact, many executives are constantly on the lookout for yoving men
so trained who, after a period in the factory or office, are usual-
ly taken on as staff assistants.
The type of man that will qualify for a position of
this natvire can be judged by tvio significant factors . First of
all, such a man must be trained to use the specific method of in-
vestigation. In other words, he must possess a teclmique of action
useful in all management situations and an approach which insiires
a sound basis for all investigative work. In the second place, the
trained management research investigator must maintain an experi-
(p j
mental attitude tov^ards all information. As already stated, ^
(1) Donald, W.J., og_. cit ., pp, 153
(2) Of., pp. no.
n“
he should take nothing for granted but rather be alvj’ays searching
for the true facts and the proper relationships of these facts
,
Successful users of scientific methods of management
research will in general have a high place in executive circles*
Monetary retvims will usually be as high (if not higher) as aver-
age staff executives provided, of course, that results are deserv-
ing. Moreover, there has recently been a grovfing recognition of
the professional status of such men and satisfaction thus gained
is often as important as financial gain.
Continued progress in the development of a management
research profession is dependent, says Mr. Donald, on two main
steps
:
’*1. The provision of a definite channel for continuous
organized discussion of management research methods.
2. A more definite recognition of those competent to
investigate management problems scientifically.”
"When these two subjects have been fully taken up, the
progress of management methods will be vastly accelerated and our
universities and colleges will be encouraged to turn out the right
type of trained man who will find a large body of appreciate em-
ployers .”
(l) Donald, Yif.J., op. cit., pp. 156.
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